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Numerous Revisions Affect
Fate of Freshman Studies
by Sue Aten
Profiting from and succeeding in
the academic sphere at The
College of Wooster is not
something for which all incoming
students are adequately prepared.
Although some students come to
Wooster after having had valuable
college preparatory classes which

equipped them with skills
necessary to , their college

experience, many others enter
with little or no knowledge of how
to think perceptively, read
discerningly and write critically.
The Freshman Studies program at
Wooster was created in an
attempt toJrovide students with
these skiUs, skills that will be useful
for theif liberal arts career as well
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were questioned as to the pros and
cons of their experiences, in
Freshman Studies. The administration is presently
in the process - of exploring
possible changes in the Freshman
Studies program, as was revealed
by Dean Holliday. "We will be
considering at least two proposals
concerning the Freshman Studies
program," said Holliday. "One
proposal is to eliminate the
program completely from the
curriculum. The other alternative
would be to make significant
revisions of the program." When
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by Robert Keating

Regional that all
on the last day of classes at Concord-Carlislhistoric
heH broke loose. On the outskirts of Boston, Concord is a quiet,
at
former
student
As
a
Emerson.
and
of
Thoreau
town, once the home
the high school says, Concord is "a white community."
That was the message delivered by a mob of students in the school's
black classmates.
parking lot who'd gathered to say goodbye to thirty-siThe black kids have volunteered for an integration program at Concord-Carlisl- e
Regional, and ever since they were first bused in, trouble had
ensued. Now, on an early summer afternoon, there were words. A
shove. And then a brawl. Police were called in to tear the combatants
Michael
apart. Only one arrest was made, that of eighteen-year-ol- d
seniors who listed the Ku
Flynn. He was one of six Concord-CarlislKlux Klan among their activities beneath their yearbook pictures.
What happened in Concord three years ago is not unique. Similar
incidents are occurring with frightening frequency across the country.
In Decatur, Alabama, a protest against school desegregation was
launched when a dozen members of the KKK Youth Corps set fire to a
school bus while hundreds of adult Klan members burst into cheers.
In Jackson, Mississippi, a group of black children returning home
were sprayed with tear
from the Brown Alternative Elementary-SchoIt was

e

x

e

questioned about the date that the
changes would go into
proposed
:
effect, Holliday responded that
both of he proposals will be
presented to the faculty in
life experience.
as for
Yet questions concerning the February or March, yet would
value of the present Freshman probably not go into effect until the
school year.
Studies program have been raised 983-1984
suggested a
Holliday
Dean
among
only
students
not
number of possible revisions to the
themselves but among administrawas the
tors and faculty. Should the present program. -One
' "general
'Freshman Studies program be introduction of a replace
the
totally abolished? Should there be divisional' course to
significant changes made in the present Freshman Studies course.
program? Is the present Freshman This course could be an
ht
Studies program effective in its interdepartmental course
departroents.
faculty
in
by
. goals, or is it a total waste of time
and money? These questions are within a given division. Depending
being pondered by many at The on .their interests, students would
College of Wooster. Although it opt to take a course in "General
Social
"General
may not be evident to students, Humanities,"
Sciences."
"General
or
Sciences,"
faculty
the administration and
have been considering changes for This course would supposedly
'skills
the format of Freshman Studies provide students with the study
pursuing
the
for
necessary
future
the
will
on
decide
soon
and
of the Freshman Studies program, of the subjects in a given division.
Those skills might include
at Wooster.
For the purpose of determining methods of writing papers in a
-- exactly what could be-istore for given division, . study methods
Studies most appropriate for the division
Freshman
of
the
future
the
methods. For
program, the Voice interviewed a and
whose interest n
example,
student
a
campus.
people
on
of
number
Chemistry
Biology
and
inj.
lies
First the ideas and proposals of the
"Natural
for
the
register
would
by
discovered
administation were
interviewing Vivian Holliday, the Sciences" general course. In this
Dean of Faculty at Wooster. Next, class they would have, the
some faculty opinions were opportunity to acquire the study
gathered by speaking with several skills that will ensure that they
professors "Who are currently receive the maximum 'benefits
teaching Freshman Studies from future subjects they study
(cont. on p. 5)
sections. Last, Wooster students
--
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Week of Events
Focus on Volatile
Nuclear Weapons
.

build up of nuclear

and

College

community

--

on the

implications of the arms race.
Everyone is encouraged to attend .
the activities and draw their own
conclusions and interject their
own opinions.
--

Throughout

the week a

videotaped lecture given by Dr.
Helen Caldicott. . president of
Physicians for Social Responsibility, will be shown. The lecture.
Lentitled "The Medical Conse
quences of Nuclear War," is a '
devastating,
account of the effects of a nuclear
holocaust. It wiU be shown at the
following times in the film preview
; ,,.
room of Andrews Library:
--.Monday. Oct. 26 '4:30 pm:- -,
. Tuesday, Oct. 27 - 7 p.m.
p.m.
r Wednesday, Oct. 28 2 & 7
Thursday, Oct. 29 - 7 p.m.
Friday, Oct. 30 - 3 p.m. .
'
Short discussions wiU be held
.after each showing.
Babcock International House,
will host a discussion of Caldicott's
thought-provokin-

team-taug-

,

g

.
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,

lecture and the ' issue of
disarmament on Thursday,

October 29 at 8:30 p.m. AD are
welcome.
In.conjunction with Internation-- .
at Weeka national call in day has
been announced for Monday, Oct.,
26. This is the public's opportunity
to voice their concern about the
to the
present military build-uWhite House, the Soviet Embassy,
The
and their congressman.
phone numbers are (charge it to
your parents):
The White House: (202)

n

test-takin-

,

conventional weapons the United
Nations - has proclaimed this
coming Saturday, Oct. 24 through
Oct.' 31, International Disarmament . Week. During this week
there will be various activities on
campus focusing on the issues
surrounding , nuclear disarmament.
The continuing arms race is a
very volatile issue. The purpose of
these programs is to educate the

-1-
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by Steve Peacock
In response to the growing concern about the massive worldwide

g

p

,

456-763- 9
456-285- 2

.

,

-- .

The Soviet Embassy (202) 332.1446.
ii

i
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.

456-141- 4

Photo by Dennis Darling

in

gas by white classmates said to be members of the Junior KKK.
The Westminster Peacemakers
At Williams College in Williamston, Massachusetts, while members wUl have petitions supporting the
of the Black Student Union were enjoying their homecoming
Bilateral Freeze at Kittredge and
Lowry Center on Wednesday,
celebration, a cross was burned on the lawn of a nearby dormitory.
At campuses as diverse as Vassar, Perm State and the University of Thursday and Friday during lunch
Santa Cruz, the Klan claims to have initiated active recruiting programs. and dinner hours. The Freeze calls
Indeed, the California Grand Dragon of the KKK boasts of having a for. the halt of the testing,
chapter at Stanford.
production and- - deployment of
e
In Texas, on an eleven-acr- e
miles east of Houston, a nuclear weapons. site
pararnilitary training facility apparently run by the Ku Klax Klan has been
On Friday, Oct. 30, at noon, a
opened. Inside Camp Puller, the KKK is readying Boy Scouts, Civil Air vigil will be held In Lowry room
Patrol cadets and others for the anticipated Armageddon. Taught 119. This will be a time of prayer;
tactics, these Youth Corps members are biblical readings and reflection.
terrorism and guerrilla-wa- r
s
shooting
and discussing how to hijack planes and hunt down
The week win come to a close
illegal aliens.
with a discussion, "Arming for the
None of this should actually seem surprising: the "new" Ku Klux Klan 80's,"- - with Ohio Representative
is waging an
campaign to bring teenagers and adolescents into its Ralph Regula and Gordon Shun. It
ranks. Using the lure of guns, excitement and the twisted appeal of will be held at the First
secret ceremonies, the Klan is preying on societal prejudices and Presbyterian Church on Sunday,
, ,
children's naivete.
. - I Nov. 1 at2:30j.m.
;
"
-(cont. on p. 6)
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Bonnie Sanborn rehearses for her role in Jaques Brei...'m anticipation of next weekend's opening in Ichabod's. Photo by Brian
' Cavanaugh.
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The media's fascination with Ronald Reagan's "puritanical" lifestyle
seems to have blurred its own and the public's vision of the man
currently (ir)responsible for the fates of feminists, the elderly,
homosexuals and lesbians, blacks and others victimized by Reagan's
cutback axe. From the cover of National Enquirer with Nancy Reagan
(grinning sheepishly like an aging prom queen) proffering beauty tips for
women over 50, to The New York Times' recent profile of "A Leader at
presidential anecdotes, it is
Ease..." which recounted a host of
apparent that the public is more interested in demagoguery than the
consequences of the President's actions. Reagan's power has been
legitimized by both his transparent Hollywood charisma and the public's
interest in a (however dull) personality.
Thus, this editorial is dedicated to Ronald Reagan: The Man, and how
his Everyman's principles contradict his professed ambitions to "help
those who cannot help themselves."
defense, although he believes a "man's"
Reagan is
morale, devotion and patriotism to America must be strengthened by the
draft when "men" don't take the initiative to protect the country
themselves. Reagan uses the Mormon Church as one example of the
ideal volunteer community. The Mormon Church maintains farms,
ranches, canneries and storehouses in which volunteers work. Both
proceeds and produce go to church members. The Church's
program is Reagan's paradigm through which people can
support themselves so the government doesn't have to.
Unfortunately, the entire world is not comprised of Mormons.
Volunteer work frees the government from the responsibility of its
welfare program. A uniform volunteer program
would not work in Watts, for example, where the status quo American
system has given little to blacks to volunteer for, let alone return back to
the system. Reagan's Mormon ideology will gain support from the vast
white majority who takes solace in such convoluted panaceas ordered
around religion. But face it, how many black Mormons do you know?
Leisure time, according to the Times, is of prime importance to the
President every "man's" work should satisfy "his" esthetic and
monetary needs, Reagan informs us. At 70, he prides himself in being
physically fit. He works out every day for 20 minutes on a slant board,
treadmill and bicycle. On Wednesday afternoons he goes horseback
riding in Quantica, Va. He is fond of saying, for those who delight in
of the President's often
making
remarks, "Nothing does as much for the inside of a man as the outside of
a horse."
If only all of us could take one day off a work week to chop wood and
to find a
fish at Camp David. I think the President would be
child in Harlem who's ever seen a horse, let alone ridden one. But let's
not be too harsh. Maybe the President has just worked harder than we
have to have the leisure time he has. There must be some validity to the
Protestant work ethic we were all raised on. Reagan is fond of one letter
he received irom an elderly couple in Peoria, 111. who were laid off by the
Caterpillar Tractor Company (is this for real?) and refused to collect
unemployment in hopes of helping the economic program. With no
money from their jobs andor social security, it looks like the couple will
have plenty of leisure time. Pass the Geritol!
Equality for women? Reagan claims his efforts to halt "unnecessary"
abortions are based on 1) the teachings of the Church and "2) the
government's
attempt to "protect" women especially young
agents of '
teenagers from those clinics exploiting government-funded- ,
medicine...).
birth control (including sex education,
"Exploiting" refers to those quack practitioners who charge
outrageously for unsanitary abortions. Paradoxically, if Reagan halts
funding for abortion programs, which to'an extent he already has done,
more quack practitioners will find it profitable to exploit women who
have no other abortion alternative.
Day Care Centers? Under Reagan's volunteer ideology, "...what
better solution than the working mothers drop off their kids at the
church and there are volunteers to take care-o- f them and there would
be no government involved." Problem 1: not every neighborhood has a
church. Problem 2: not every church is properly equipped and staffed
to be a day care center. Problem 3: not every parent wishes for their
group. Problem 4: Does
child to be under the care of a church-relateReagan seriously believe oppressed, financially dependent women will be
able to raise the money themselves to fund these day care centers? I, for
one, am all for community action. But when such a simplistic,
alternative is proposed as The Solution to a multifaceted issue, the
function of community action becomes perverted.
Speaking of perverts, let's not forget homosexuals and lesbians.
Senator Paul Laxalt's proposed Family Protection Act, if successful, will
codify Reagan's desire to restore "family life, parental authority and a
climate of traditional morality." It would also help nullify 25 years of
non-witt-
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Dear Editor,
I was very very pleased to see
and
that two carefully thought-ou- t
worded fetters on the Ellen
were printed in last
week's Voice. It is most important
that students have their say on this
matter. It is actually you who have
the most power and the most
freedom on this campus. Any time
100 or more students say: "Either
do this or we will drop out," you
will immediately bring Galpin to its
Keever.-situatio-

knees.
Students should
individually,

"one-by-on- e,

know

n

that
many

faculty have concerned

WOMEN, got very uptight and
began perceiving her as "an
aggressive person," "someone
with whom it was impossible for
other 'librarians to work with."
After that an interim librarian,
Richard B. Sealock, was
appointed. Deborah Hilry has
documented proof in her files that
he was a sexist of the worst sort
ever imaginable. Under him, Ellen
Keever's fortunes only got a lot
worse.
I think that what the two letters
say about Henry Copeland and
Michael S Freeman are entirely

Circulation Manager
Pam Weiler

Proofreader
Missy Betcher

Reporting Staff
Katie Blood
Bruce Wiebusch
Monica Bowin
Adrienne Packer
Edith McGandy
. Dertise Ahlquist
. Jim Luce

Sports Reporters
Nancy Neogoy
Missy Horning
Randy Smith
Bob Moore
John Stapleton
Nancy Conger
Al Cleveland
Katie Blood

true. Henry Copeland, for

themselves with the Ellen Keever
situation. We have written letters
to the Teaching Staff and Tenure
Committee. We have gone,
up to 11a week, to have

example, forced Ellen Keever to
sign a lie which says she is now on
leave, when in fact Galpin was
shaking in its boots about Ellen
Keever's winning her lawsuit
against them. She got two years
pay as her price for signing our

Photography Staff

tragedy. What you did not include
in your letters of last week was that
two librarians back Robert Goiter
was utterly incompetent, and was
cynically hired by the administration because they could so readily
manipulate him. During the time
that he was librarian Ellen Keever
was forced, by default, to run the
library. When she did, a lot of men,
and note this, A LOT OF

President's lie.
I
think that either Henry
Copeland and Michael Freeman
ought to refute in detail and
convincingly the charges you have
made against them, or, as men of
honor, they ought to resign.

Sports Photographer
John Ladner

one-by-on-

e,

conferences

with President
Copeland about the unfolding

the whole issue). As to the
would like to thank the writers charges of sexism, the interim
of last week's letters which called director, who was here until last
attention to the fact that Mrs. December, takes the prize. He
Keever is no longer employed at was not only subtly sexist, but
Andrews Library. I have heard overtly as well. I worked in the
many people respond these past "library all summer and observed
first hand much of what went on.
few days with queries of ,"What
happened?" or "We want to know While his sexism affected the
more." Some people had no entire staff, his treatment of Mrs.
knowledge that she was no longer Keever went beyond just sexism.
working. Why was it that the Why was it, - however, that
whole matter was kept so quiet, complaints brought before the
the only formal announcement affinnarive action officer that
being a memo to the library staff summer, by myself and others,
which read that she was on leave never resulted in any action?
to pursue graduate work aided by Members of the library were told
money from the Faculty that he would be gone soon and
Development Fund? It was general we should just wait it out.' But
knowledge, in the library and when a persondike that influences
among certain faculty, that her others, to the extent that somecontract had not been renewed one's contract is not renewed, is it
and that she was in the process of acceptable to "ignore" him? I do
appealing that decision. Why, not believe it is acceptable simply
then, the memo stating that she is to accept sexism under any
on leave? She is not on leave and it conditions.
I watched while the interim
seems to me that to manufacture
deliberately attempted to
director
lies and to scurry her away over a
undermine
Mrs. Keever. I watched
implies
College
weekend
that the
decline as she
her
must have something to hide.
say
afraid
or do the
to
became
Jean and Eugenia referred to
the fact that the problem began "wrong thing" for fear it would be
used against her. I watched this
before the new director arrived.
That is true, but it is also true that director v consult with male
he played a major role in her members of the staff on matters
dismissal (contrary to the story which did not always concern
being circulated among the faculty them but which did concern Mrs.
that claims he tried to stay out of
(cont. on p. 4)
To the Editor:
I

g

.

Brian Cavanaugh
Sue Mertz
Sarah Simmons
Mary Neogoy
Meg Wehrly

Name Withheld at Faculty
Member's Request for Fear of
Administrative Reprisals

Keever Victimized by Sexist Directors?

d

federal involvement in civil rights by forbiding federal funding of
programs that "inculcate values or modes of behavior which contradict
the demonstrated beliefs and values of the community." It would also be
illegal to distribute educational materials that "tend to denigrate or
diminish traditionally understood role differences between the sexes."
Innumerable state regulations would bar homosexuals and lesbians from
dozens of professions, make their relationships illegal and place gays
permanently on parole.
Albeit Reagan ostensibly does not advocate invading the private life of
any individual, the Family Protection Act seems to contradict the
The FPA is remarkably similar to the
President's
McCarthy era's HOMEX surveillance program which stated its mandate
of "equality" fc r all: "WMe-.- it is in the public interest to get sex perverts
cont. on p. 3

Mary A Neogoy

Keever's Dismissal Prompts
Accusations from Faculty

er

self-servin-

Production Coordinator

ronn&'s cu&e

hard-presse- d

pseudo-liberalis-

.

self-confiden-

ce

Columnists
Denise Ahlqutst
LeeMerritt
lan Hartrick
Ralph Nader
Published weekly during the academic
year by the students of The College of
Wooster, Wooster, Ohio.
Voice welcomes all

signed-letter-

s

the Editor from students, faculty,

to
ad-

ministrators, subscribers, and members
of. the greater Wooster community. AI

correspondence may be addressed to:
Voice, Box 3187. The College' of
Wooster, Wooster. Ohio 44691. Current subscription rate is $10.00 per year
for second class delivery.
The Voice office is located in the basement of Lowry Center. Telephone: (2 16)
Extension 433. 264-123- 4,

Back issues are available from the
Voice Archives. Voice Office, Lowry
Center.

Apartheid Movie
Presented Tonight
The movie Last Crave at
Dimbaza will be shown tonight at 6
p.m. in the Lowry Center Pit,

directly

after the Trustee

"Fireside," beginning inthe Pit at 5
p.m. The trustees have been sent
special invitations to view this film.
The movie will last until 7 p.m., and
presents a vivid picture of what life
is like under an Apartheid
government. Discussion will
follow.
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Pros and Cons of Sections

Complete Balance an Impossibility;
Critical Evaluation Leads to Dialogue

Must be Considered Equally

To the Editor:.

counteract the widespread
opinion that the Religion

g

submitted to The Editor
must not exceed three pages
typed and double spaced. AH
letters must be signed with box
number andor extension or
personal address. Requests for
"Name Withheld" will be granted
only if personal signature is given
to The Editor for purposes of
preventing libel.
All letters

--

Trustee Reception
Held for Students
.

.

.

scheduled for this afternoon?
Well, if you don't, I would highly
recommend that you attend the
trustees reception, to be held in
p.m. It
the Pit today from
seems that hardly a soul on
campus knows who the trustees
are, to tell thetruth, I didn't used to
either. However, as I have learned
more about them, I have become
intrigued.. .Why? Because they
help run this college: they have
power, over the rules, they
5-- 6

.

determine living arrangements,
educational policies, student
behavior and they make plans for
the future of the college. This
group consists of people who are
coming from all parts of the United

on

States. They include such

renowned people as Bowie Kuhn
(Commissioner of Baseball),
Jerold Footlick (Senior "Editor of
Newsweek), and many others.
The reception will be conducted
on behalf of the students; an ideal
opportunity that we as students
shouldn't miss. I hope to see you

h

there!
Soubhi Debs
Member,"

Student Government Association

"Dialogue of the Deaf' Found Dumb
To the Editor:
It never ceases to amaze me
how students, in an institution of
higher learning can spend so much
time hearing each other but never
understanding or communicating
a message. Maybe there is no

"

effort Specifically , I am referring
to the never . ending debate
between Jamie Evans and the
Voice editors.
Two weeks ago, Jamie departed
from his usual theme and talked
about how the" Catholic-Protestan- t
schism was responsible
communication among'
of
lack
for
campus Christian groups. This did
not seem very plausible because
group
the only
.

.

Catholic-orientate-

'

is

Newman,

d

and

we-

-

overlapping' "membership."

Anyway, in his usual flippant
writing style, Mr. Evans has now
. returned to his usual call for a
more "balanced" college and

.

paper.

Yes; the religion department is

of fundamentalism
"champion
can never be a professor, but must
be those who adhere to its faith in
spite of liberal surroundings. I hat
is something that even this liberal
Catholic can admire.
As for the Voice's lack of
balance, it is both true and not
worth talking about anymore. It is
just too bad though, that Mr.
Timothy Spence cannot be cloned

d

Poli-Sc-

department is to present the truth
as it has come to perceive it. If the
truth is with the left, then the
department has an obligation to
champion jt. However, the faculty
cannot assume its own infallibility
and must present other opinions
that are commonly held. The Poli-Sprofessors do this by varying
course reading materials. I cannot

to give the. Voice more

ci

are see denying the Religion

comparatively small, (correction:
absolutely small), ecumenical and
willing to talk to anyone who will
talk to us. Also, all the Christian
groups have a mix of faiths and
-

of a liberal Protestant color. At a
Presbyterian-relatecollege you
would not' expect to find a
conservative Eastern Orthodox
religious faculty, would you Jamie?
major, I must say that
As a
i
my department is politically liberal
(radical?). But it would seem to me
that the obligation of a college

department the same ultimate
quest for truth, even if Mr., Evans
disagrees with their findings. The

representing of various
perspectives with faculty
members would not allow one
course to build on another, which
is essential to a college major.
(Unless conservative Protestant
Christianity is the only other
perspective that is to ; be
considered.-- ) , Besides, the real

.

conservative contributors. (Yes,
Tim, I feel a lot safer now that I'm
going to be protected by brand
new MX missiles.)
Ms. Blum's part in last week's
dialogue of the deaf was actually
less forgivable than Jamie's. She
clearly needs some lessons in
comprehension. (Incidentally, so
could those responsible for writing
the Voice headlines. Articles and
letters should be titled in a way
that best represents their' point
and content.) Jamie's wanting to
hear what a vhite South African
has to say does not make him a
racist. Of course he cannot give
the regime's point of view, as you
(cont: on p. 4)

moved

.

of my colleagues

Jn the
department do range from right to
left of center, none of us view our
teaching as evangelical preaching.
All of us understand ourselves to be engaged in an academic study
of the phenomenon of religion. '
None of us grade students on
their faitn or lack thereof. I am
grateful to Mr. Evans for'
publicizing our nonconservathe

:

propagandizing?
Two further
guidelines may, I think, prove
helpful here. Professors should be
very explicit about the exact
status of their various statements:
they should differentiate clearly
(as my colleague, Tom Raitt, once
suggested to me) between facts,,

--

.

;
,

the consensus of scholarly

to the College

'

concern is that the Religion
Department by not adequately
representing the conservative
position is "'propagandizing' and
engaging in "the process of
dogmatization" to the detriment of
"THINKING." This is a serious
charge to level against any
discipline in an academic
institution dedicated to critical
inquiry. Let us look at the issue in
more detail.
I
can agree that, ' ideally
"speaking, there is some benefit

opinion, and their individual
theological positions. These three
types of statements obviously
make different claims on our
understanding. Students, for their
part, should be encouraged to
weigh carefully and critically the
professors' views as well as those
presented in the course readings.
Propaganda always attempts to
protect itself from criticism. It does
not realistically limit its own claim
-

--

.

to validity; nor does it encourage
critical response from its hearers.

,

In my own classes,

I

have found

that the more conservative
students challenge rather freely

my own theological interpret "
tions and reinterpretations. In this
way at least the dialogue proceeds.
Finally,
let me make one
a--

-

-

theological argument--clearllabeled as such and inviting critical
in support of . an
"imbalance" in certain instances,
e.g. the situation in South Africa.
The Old Testament prophets and
Jesus evidenced just such an
"imbalance" in circumstances of
injustice, oppression-anabuse of '
power. Taken together, hese
biblical figures provide a model for
speaking a prophetic word
y

d

--

-

which cannot be divorced from
action against the religious and
political establishment whenever
that power is employed to enslave
rather than to liberate. Perhaps
Christians and Jews would do well-tfollow their example.
'
"
Patricia Wismer
Department of Religion

o

.

--

.

Forum
Editor's
'
"

.

v"

there any way to ' avoid

--

community.
Having said this, however, I
have not yet begun to respond to
Mr. Evans' specific critique. His

on "to new issues.

should
Academic v institutions
challenge students to keep abreast
of the best critical thought of their
times, not to lag behind.
' If one cannot champion every
option with equal vigor because of
the limitations mentioned above, is

course. I believe this
charge to be unfounded. Although
the personal "theological positions

gained from making available "a
full range of opinions" on every
issue to students engaged in the
process of intellectual inquiry. It
would be nice, for example, to
have a committed adherent of the
Ptolemaic system' available to
argue as persuasively as possible
for the geocentric universe in a
History of Science class. Students
would therThear both sides of the
argument and would be able to
decide for themselves whether to
agree with Ptolemy or Copernicus. But, given limitations of
money, time, and human energy
and these realistic considerations
cannot be ignored since this is not
"the best of all possible worlds",
certain decisions must be made
about where to place one's focus. I
submit that a reliable guideline to
employ in . such - cases is to
concentrate on Issues that are at

--

engaged by the most respected
scholars in the field. They have

Religion

character

dis-

.

.

:

To the Editor:
Do you have any special plans

Despite

debate- - which was indeed quite
lively during " the nineteenth
century, is no longer actively

Department

is engaged in
evangelization according to a
conservative mode. In the two
years since my arrival here, I have
frequently .heard this charge-mo- stly
from faculty and from
students who have not yet taken a

besti

the present '
resurgence of ."born again"
Christians, the debate over the
verbal inerrancy of the Bible, a
cussion.

the ""imbalance present in the
Department of Religion. I hope
that his letter will help to

r.

all-secti-

the forefront ", of the
contemporary scholarly

would like to thank Jamie
Evans for expressing his views on
I

ce

sponse

long-distan-

.-re-

;
.by Timothy E. Spence
News recently arrived on the desk of this
correspondent
that the Administration has more or less presented another
denunciation of the College's, rooted sections, suggesting 'that these
fraternity and sorority groups might soon be given an unsurvivable dose
of weed-killeRecent years have, apparently, left factions within G alp in
and the sections unable to reckon with one another. Some within the
Administration believe sections are nuisances: pestering, trouble-causinorganizations; this characterization certainly receives wide
support7 throughout the campus. Sections consider themselves
important for social reasons, or simply believe students have a right to
organize into brother and sisterhoods since the College does not permit
national fraternities or sororitiesr The attitudes of these two factions (we
shall call them the Galpinites and the Sectional ists) merit consideration.
A report issued by a faculty committee in 1978 brought forth evidence
which no sane section member can be proud of. The report contributes
problems such as abusive language, and noise most frequently to
sections. That this is true needed no sententious documentation by the
faculty. Any student who lives on the main campus, or simply attends
classes knows that sections can frequently abuse their rights to hold
parties and play music. Bissman Hall, which in the past has been the
eitadel for three sections, has tended to be quite offensive, what with
trashed grounds, and glass bottles which are known to be lobbed onto
Beall Ave. from that residence.
As perennial as Opening Convocation, freshmen are exposed to all
the horror stories about sections, the versing often coming from
Galpinite gosh darn independents. We probably all know about the
section recruit struck by an automobile during initiation. Or the kitchen
fire in a campus house started by pyromaniac section members. Campus
security officers trying to quell parties have been known to be both
verbally and physically assaulted by section members.
Without even breaking the surface of complaints against the sections,
the Galpinites have a solid, succinct case for demolishing the sections.
Albeit problems exist, one must consider the case of the Sectional isls
.Sections do provide a social outlet for students. They do involve
themselves in community responsible administrators, but a section
member was allegedly involved in only one of the above situations.
The Dean's Office, in spite of its apparent intense desire to bring
sections to their knees, might consider suggestions for dealing with
violators of codes who are in sections. First, if students cause damage to
property under the aegis of a section, and the guilty refuse to step forth,
hold the section president responsible. Urge Judicial Board or, if legally
permissible, the Dean should be the initiator of action to impose work
penalties andor fines on the president. Threaten also jn serious
instances academic suspension and possible expulsion. Additionally, the
Administration might impose
mandatory community service
work. 'As a last resort, renege on a charter, either temporarily or on a
permanent basis. The prospect of harsh penalties for violations of rules
would act as an incentive to section members and independents to clean
up their acts. (This incentive has been lacking.) If responsibility then
cannot exist concomitantly with rights, then those rights should be
eliminated.
As we have seen, good and bad both exist in sections. But they exist
the bad does not appear to be
also campus'wide, and the problem-witameliorable. From what second hand communication this reporter
receives about fraternities on other campuses Wooster's problems are
trifling. Fraternities by any other name do not necessarily smell as rotten.
Sectional ists are going to have a hard time not only preventing internal
withering, but also preventing external strangulation. Galpinites, unless
they scrap their scapegoating and breathe life into discipline, are not
going to witness any appreciable diminuation of problems, even in the
absence of sections.

Guest Editorial

-

'
(cont. from p. 2)
program
them
government
this
keep
should
be
out,
of
and
carried
out
out in a manner consistent with the traditional concept of justice and fair
play." Makes you proud to be an American doesn't it?
As for Reagan's "erudite" speeches to his people, again he stumbles in
":
feeble attempts to prove he's not an intellectual cripple:
"From where I sit, no matter what system of government we have,
there will always be leaders and always be followers. It's like the road out
in front of my house. It's on a steep hill. And every day I watch the cars
up that hill in high. Some have to shift
climbing up. Some go lickety-spli- t
into second, and some sputter and shake and slip back to the bottom '
again. Same cars same gasoline yet some make it and some don't.
And I say the fellow who can make it in high should stop once in a while
and help those who can't."
'
As his recent request to nave increased control over government
spending suggests, the President will most likely have the "fuel" ready
to help those who can't make it up the hflL But if his survival of the fittest ,
philosophy merges into his politics, it is likely Reagan will reply to those
slipping back to the bottom, o long, sucker!? .
:

.

"
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Grubb: Sensitivity and Respectability,
LAB: Time to Retire and Get Lost!
perhaps
101681

a ketchup
it's
SAnpwich. But it i
served on a
BEAUTFUL

FuLL-Coi-

Thirdly,

To the Editor:
Having watched with interest
the progression (and, at times,
regression) of the Voice for over
two years now, I find myself able to
keep my pen still no longer. Of the
Voice as a whole, I have no
complaints. Since the current
f
assumed his
position last spring, the Voice's
rise in quality and respectability

pr

REPLICA OF THE NEW
WHITE HOUSE CHINA.

Corporations Not Progress for Change
published in last week's issue of
the Voice, I realized that the issue
vs. continued
of divestment

investment
progressive

to provide a

force

for

change

needed to be addressed. Understandably, questions are raised
about the effect, if any, of pulling
about $6 million out of
corporations that deal in billions of
dollars. In addition, the concepts
of maintaining a moral presence in
the corporations and urging

continued involvement of
transnational corporations
in South Africa in order to provide
a voice for" change sound good on
the surface. However, taking a
closer look, there are several
questionable assumptions which
are being made. First, it is
assumed that investors in
corporations who voice concerns
can bring about substantial
changes in those corporations.
Yet, repeated efforts to appeal to
the conscience and sense of global
responsibility of the corporations
have failed. Even Leon Sullivan, as
a member of the Board of
Directors of General Motors, tried
for four years to push the board to
withdraw GM from South Africa.
He got nowhere and had to settle
for a token gesture. the Sullivan
Principles.
But suppose that a large enough
group of concerned investors
were able to make their voices
heard and succeeded in producing
positive changes in the corporations management and policies.
Now the second assumption to be
made is that .these corporations
can make a difference in South
Africa. Possibly, they would be
able to make some superficial
changes, such as integrating their
work forces, paying higher wages
to Blacks (which does not change
the gap in wages between Blacks
and whites since South African
law says no Black can earn more
than any White), or training a few
Blacks for skilled positions. Yet,
those transnational corporations
must still abide by South African
laws and regulations. In addition,

or ot the practice of
banning those who speak for
justice. As the African National
Congress of South Africa put it:
"It
is our firmly
considered view that

liberal

enough
higher

here,

there, for this leaves
the apartheid system
intact, in fact it props
it up for longer-th- e
very source of our
misery and degrada-

ed

it may appear

that opposes our
campaign for (corporate) withdrawal is in
the long run, only
delaying the change
that is essential 'if
South Africa is to be

tion."

U.S.-base- d

none of the changes
corporations
producing

'

are

give

the

capable of
Blacks more

control over their lives.

Corporations cannot get rid of the
pass laws (instead, IBM helps to
maintain the pass system), give
Blacks the rights of citizenship,
including the right to vote, get rid
of the constant surveillance of

Keever
Directors Victimize
some
letters

recognition of

bring

in

Staff
Mrs.

--

-

circulation policy without

consulting anyone, which left Mrs.
Keever in an awkward .but
responsible position.
I would like to end by saying that
Mrs. Keever treated everyone
fairly and with respect. Her staff
worked well with her (contrary to
the accusations being made). I
would like to quote from a letter
written last spring to the members
of the Committee on the Status of .
Women, the committee which was
reviewing Mrs. Keever's case at
the time. In the letter I said, "I hope

Box 2120
264-522- 6

(cont. from p. '3)

y

what a committee decided or how
many letters of. support, were
written in Mrs. Keever's favor,
when it came to the final decision,

President Copeland was

determined to say no. Is it true that
he promised the new director that
he would "stand firm"?
Mrs. Keever, I hope these

letter-to-the-Edito- r,

anti-wa-

e

Editorial Abuses
Right to Privacy

and including, also, her

.

"triumphant" return to the Voice

this fall, she has abused

individuals, her own privileges and
she has made a shambles out of
the concept of ethical, responsible
journalism. For those readers
whose memories are short, 6r for
those readers to whom this is a
first experience with the Voice, let
me inform you of what I speak. In
addition to insulting the authors of
time and
again (frequently without reason;
nearly always without logic) in the
letters-to-the-Edit-

or

comparison of hiring a
conservative theologian to that of
hiring a Neo-Naor a Klamsman.
This was taking ' the whole
zi

argument to an illogical extreme.
The suggestion of a similarity
between conservative theology
and the others is undeniable. It is
also totally uncalled for. In my

1

t-

To the Editor:
story in last
That front-pagnoting
week's. Voice,
that
'
e
i
j lor
persistent aemanas
sexual
involvement could in fact
constitute harassment, raises an
e

' make

editor's notes that - follow the
letters (see Jamie Evans' letter, .
"Religion Department and Voice

persistent demands for
ideological conformity?
- I am referring
to your "guest
editorial?' in the same paper
berating some administrators who
rhrw not tn cian a notitinn iim i
(and I) supported. It struck me asa
prime example of .
totalitarianism,
good-caus-

e

Joe-McCarthyism-of-the-l-

eft.

experience as president of

It seems to me it is a basic right
to decline to have of her people put
words in one's mouth, no matter
twit
ivt fk uirwsle skrM Kaiii
fervently one .might agree with
them. I see no reason
should be required to
they choose
not to sign a document somebody

Newman, I nave met quite a tew
"fundamentalists." In many cases
their faith has inspired them to
work for social justice and world
peace beyond the limits most
"liberals" are willing to
commit themselves. The Christian
Student Movement is preparing to
argue for divestiture before the
Trustees of this "left wing
institution." Many of the key
people behind the CSM, as well as'
the Newman Campus Human

olz-w- ii

self-righteo-us

y

why-anybod-

y

explain-in-print-wh-

Rights Project, Amnesty
International

"

Is it also

harassment when journalists

.

Westminster Peace'
Group, Soup and Bread and the
old Shalom House are fundamentalist Christians. This campus
would not be so "left wing" without
them.' I do not know how many
people were hurt by the unfair
implication, but I do know they will
be the first to forgive and forget it. I
wish that Ms. Blum could see the
closed mindedness in herself that
she sees so easily in Mr. Evans.
Mar If Hoffman

problem.

interesting

"Dialogue of the Deaf ' Found Dumb

request, because he goes to
Wooster and has not been able to.
hear their point. But you can't see
the point, can you? Representing a '
view that is obviously wrong would
encourage cynical and apathetic
minds (most?) to choose sides
rather than say, "sure, but there
that ' the ' people who are must be another side to the
responsible for making a decision question."
Louise's claim that "we are a left
in this case will recognize the
malicious gossip and the false wing institution" is very arrogant
accusations for what they are so indeed. Are we not a liberal arts
institution dedicated to truth, and
that Mrs. Keever will be given a
to defend herself." willing to follow it wherever it may
Those may have been strong lead?
Most upsetting to me was the
words, but it seems that no matter
fan-opportunit-

g

Editor-in-Chie-

the facts of what actually

occurred. I realize how much you
have been hurt, but I would also
changes were inade
like you to know how many people
Keever 's department without her
knowledge, much less any care about you and are outraged
consultation with her. One that justice did not prevail in this
concrete example concerns the case. I again invite those
responsible to respond. Do you
hiring of the Interlibrary Loan staff
realize what you have done, not
member Jast summer. To make a
long story short, if was not until . only to Mrs. Keever but to all the
the Friday before the new person women of the library and of the
College community? If this can
began that Mrs. Keever knew
happen to one person, someone
anyone had been hired. She had
no say in the matter; in fact, she who was respected, capable and
had no idea of the status of the dedicated, who is to say that it will
not happen again... and again?
search at any point. The interim
Jane Maderka
director also made exceptions to

Services Department.

al

unclear, I will clarify, explicitly,
exactly who and what it is to which
I refer. Louise Blum, better known
to the readers of the Voice as LAB,
has contaminated the pages of the
Voice for long enough. From the
beginning of her tenure as the
last fall, until her
f
departure at the end of last winter,

Sincerely,
Lynette Parker

(cont. from p.2)
Keever, the head of the Readers'

headlining of an article describing

a slashing that occurred between
two students last year as a "Racial
Stabbing." The problem, though,
is that, simply put, the article gave
no indication of the students' race'
(other than to mention that one
student was on the phone to his
mother in Africa) and nowhere did
the article give any indication that ,
. the slashing (not "stabbing") was
precipated by inter-racitension,
as the headline certainly implied. If
her overzealousness had itself
caused an actual "racial" incident,
she would never have gonti i awcty
with such an incredible maneuver.
However, no problems arose, and
when questioned about it in more
she
than one
simply declined to answer.
The second incident involved
lobby
r
her supplying an
group with free advertising space,
simply due to the fact that she
supported their views. When
accused of donating the entire
back page to the group, which her
accuser
understood to be valued.
,
I
r
r lneuiuy -uuunnKunim
uuu
di iiw,
back-pagthe value of the
ad
space was not $165 (she did not
specify if he was too high.. .or too
(cont. on p. 5)

that
no matter how hard one tries to
make a machine run smoothly,
there always is a nearby individual
who thinks it is his or her
responsibility to throw metal filings
andor other debris among the
machine's gears and cogs. For
what reason? Could it be that the
person feels the need to do
something. ..anything. ..be it
constructive or not? For those of
you to whom this analogy is

to grant

wages

smoothly-runnin-

t,

Wooster, she oversaw the

machine. It appears, however,

better conditions

opinion-howeve- r
well-intention-

well-buil-

rid ot apartheid and
slave labor. It is not

Dolice.

In her quest to "discover"
extreme racial strife on the
camDus of The Colleoe of

through particular
formulated
political and social orientations.
But the fairness and balance which
he has brought to the paper can be
seen in the form of conservative
columns and editorials (both guest
editorials and regular features
such as Salience), articles by
outside conservative groups such
as the Hoover Institution, and the
room allotted for letters of
criticism addressed to the Editor..
The paper seems to have nearly
taken on the characteristics of a

consistent. This is primarily due to
three characteristics which .he
brought to the position.
First of all, he has brought a,
sorely needed degree of personal
sensitivity to the position. This
sensitivity can easily be observed
in the Editor's Forum of last week.
Secondly, he has maintained the
Voice's traditional emphasis on
social issues and awareness.

To the Editor:
While reading James R.
Turner's letter to the Editor

Editor-in-Chie-

last year.

direction direction which Js

has been both rapid and

NM

and the
Too Radical"
note that follows) which makes her
guilty of extreme Immaturity, to
.say the least, she is guilty also of
not answering up to at least two
fairly serious questions that were
f
raised during her reign as

Editor-in-Chie-

Editor-in-Chie-

ev KTN.

most

and

importantly, he has delivered to
the job a sense of fairness and
balance that I do not ever
remember having noticed before.
This is not to say that there is no
bias in the general content of the
paper. Of course there is; it is part
f
to
of the job of an
give the paper a sense of

It reminds me of what was said
to me at a meeting last week on
South African divestment, after I
expressed some reservations on
that tactic. A faculty colleague .
claimed I had no right, as one
.
.
t
.i
oneiy voice, io question ine
judgement of so many committed
devotees. I found that outrageous.
We all have every right to speak
our minds freelu. even if it makes
others uncomfortable. We also
have the right to keep quiet and
listen, if that is our choice.
have those rights.
That editorial was utter rubbish! V
-

-

--

.

Even-administrato-

.
.

i

,

. -

rs

Sincerely,
Daniel Calhoun

r - -r
I

N.Y.C. Conference Attacks Apartheid;
Unity Sought Among Protest Groups

--

New York, NY (CPS) More
:han 125 student leaders of anti-- '
apartheid efforts on nearly 50
campuses, meeting in New York in
the wake of militant college
protests against touring South
African rugby and choir .groups,
have decided to ; harden their
tactics and try to hook up with
other protest groups, like
activists.
Until recently, most campus
efforts against apartheid the
system of racial segregation
practiced in South Africa have
been aimed at convincing college
anti-nucle-

The campus
movement, Nessen

anti-aparthei-

But at the New York

by the
conference,
American Committee on Africa
and the Hunter College student
government, a .number of
co-sponsor- ed

"honorary

faTeR

consulates"

Than

we-pe-

ver.

li

in cities

of a law requiring congressional
approval for military aid to
southern Africa, and a
national protest "in support of
two-week-lo-

movements"

liberation

ng

next

March.
But that wasn't enough for some
delegates. Nebil Eseven from
Berea College in Kentucky
suggested giving direct student
monetary aid to SWAPO, the
army how fighting South Africa for
the independence of Namibia.

d

VS.

ILjzI
Faculty, Students Consider Value of Freshman Studies
)

dissatisfied with the
movement's emphasis on stock
(cont. from p. 1)
They argue that if we are to satisfy
divestiture.
they would not even consider that
"What we're about is not only within the Natural Sciences
because they felt that Freshman these goals, we should start from
divestment, but supporting a total division. Another revision might
scratch.
Studies provides important
liberation movement in southern be to offer Freshman Studies (or
After noting some views of both
material for the incoming student
Africa, and also making changes in the "general divisional" course) in
the administration and faculty, it is
in terms of critical reacting and
this country,' - explains Joshua one of all three quarters of the writing, as well as other . basic
helpful to go to those people who
Nessen, student coordinator for freshman year. Dean Holliday skills. One faculty member said,
can speak from experience:
the American Committee on points out that this would alleviate "I don't see any other place that
students. The Voice questioned
Africa (ACOA).
several first year students and
some problems concerning the the freshmen will learn the things
"Too many schools got involved number of faculty needed at one that Freshman Studies now
seniors in an attempt to find out
in the mechanics of divestment
what these two groups feh
time to staff Freshman Studies.
teaches."
when they could be spending time
Holliday suggested that a major
Other faculty members concerning the issue. These
and money on other 'issues as positive feature of the program as responded very strongly that they
students also' wish to remain
anonymous. The seniors sampled
it is now run is the system of
well," he adds.
would choose to abolish the
"It's not a matter of just one advising. She furthermore feels program. One said, "I would
were used in addition to the
issue," asserts Howard Hawkins, a that the present system is valuable
support a proposal to totally
freshmen so 'that they could
provide a more critcal view,
Dartmouth
activist. to ensure an introduction to abolish the current Freshman
looking back on an experience
college life.
"The system is the problem."
Studies program." This professor
Chris Root, a student at
suggested that revisions would
three years ago that may or may
The downfalls of the program,
American University, advocated a as Holliday sees them, are the high probably not be sufficient by
not have affected their college
similar approach. "We have to be costs of the program and the fact
years.
saying, "I have not seen any other
doing some yelling and some that there are inconsistencies
As were the opinions among
alternative that would satisfy the
screaming."
faculty, student views varied.
supposed goals of the program."
between different Freshman
The conference came on t
Almost all students (both
Studies sections. "In content, Faculty who held this belief felt
of a series of "yelling and nothing is shared," she says,
freshmen and seniors) felt that
present
strongly
that
the
screaming" protests against the meaning that it might tbe valuable
there was a major problem of
Freshman Studies program is too
U.S. tour of the Springboks, the to have some material that is general and a waste of time and
inconsistency m the present
South 'African national rugby shared among all course sections.
effort on the part of the faculty.
, system. Some students said their
particular experience was with a
team.
Holliday expressed her desire to "You can't learn to react, write and
- In the past, the movement's ' hear students' feelings concerning use the library in ten weeks." very heavy course workload in
direct confrontations have been the Freshman Studies program.. Some felt that the teaching of
Freshman Studies andor a great
limited to facing down campus "Quite frankly," she said,- - "if critical reading and writing should
deal of knowledge obtained
administrators in efforts to students have strong opinions be integrated to a greater extent
skills of reading,
concerning
convince them to rid their college concerning the program, we into all courses at Wooster rather
writing, and bibliographical
portfolios of stocks in companies would like to hear them."
training. Other students' said
than being concentrated in a
that do business with South
demanded too little and
It is interesting to note that the
worthless course.
Africa.
Some professors suggested thai
Educational Affairs Committee of
the course was a waste of time.
By and large, however, the Student Government
The problem of inconsistency was
certain revisions be made in the
protesters have used less militant Association last spring conducted present program. One such
a major one in the view of
kinds of pressures to forte a survey of students and did an
suggestion was the introduction of
students.
financial action. In the last year, evaluation
of the Freshman a "Great Books" course such as
On the whole, seniors were
they've brought on various
Studies program. The results were the one that was a requirement,
more critical of the program than
shareholder votes, tabulated and submitted to the marry years 'ago when Wooster were freshmen. They not only
stock sales, and bank account Dean's staff and revisions were
had its "Liberal Studies" program. ' pointed out the inconsistencies
transfers at Swarthmore, Eastern suggested "by the committee. 'AH sections would read, write
but the fact that they really did not
Michigan, Colby College, , When questioned as to whether about and discuss works of major
learn much from the course
Harvard, Williams, Mount these revisions have been importance to civilization. Some
"except how to bullshit well."
Holyoke, Kansas, Princeton, considered by the administrasuch works might be the Bible, a ' While some seniors reported
Stanford, UCLA, and,, among tion, Holliday responded by
having had a productive class,
work of ,P4ato. a work of
other schools, Michigan State, saying, "Not yet in a sense of being Shakespeare and a work of
many when asked what their
which became the first university formally executed, yet ideas have " Thoreau. Some professors felt
primary gains were from their
to divest, itself completely of been clarified on our part."
Freshman Studies experience
that this type-- of course would
interests in South African business
responded with a chuckle and a
The Voice interviewed many solve the problem of weak
operations.
like, "It was one of the
academic
statement
now
found
in
content
who are
faculty
No one at the New York currently members
few A's I've received in three years
teaching a' Freshman many Freshman Studies courses
conference of movement
at Wooster."
class. The faculty and that it would solve the
organizers advocated ending Studies
Freshmen seemed to point out
were presented with a problem of inconsistency between
members
divestment efforts on campus.
sections.
that their experience in Freshman
variety of questions concerning
There was, however, a formal the present Freshman Studies
It is clear that faculty response
Studies was valuable because it
effort to place those efforts in a program and the possible changes
toward the issue of abolishing the
was . giving them practice and
larger perspective.
constructive criticism in their
might be made. Most of the Freshman Studies program is
"Divestment is only a tool," that
quite mixed. Many feel that the
writing. Many felt that being in a
interviewed
faculty
members
Nessen told the delegates. "It's a asked that their names be withheld program satisfies its goals
small (15 students) class with
means, not an end."
namely to teach students to write
others going through the same
from publication for. personal
Nessen suggested the new look reasons.
well, read for content, and think
social and academic adjustments
at divestment may reflect a
to college life is helpful and
When questioned as to whether critically. Other professors" feel
recognition that university stock'
program
strongly
is
very,
the
that
reassuring. Many freshmen
they would support a proposal to
sales are more symbolic than totally abolish
pointed out that they had much
"an entire waste of time and
program, most
the
meaningful fiscal blows to faculty members responded that money" and should be abolished.
confidence in their Freshman
apartheid in South Africa.
anti-aparthe- id

Studies professor (who is also
their academic advisor) and
related well to him or her. Often
freshmen said that their class had
a teacher's assistant who added to

,

'

I

.

.

the course

-

anti-aparthe-

--

around the country, organizing a
major lobbying attack against the
administration's proposed repeal

--

delegates said they were

"

back

POSTAGE DUE. TuE. RATrS GO

confronting South African

ar

"Anti-aparthei-

VMirM

it keeps 'coming

communicate with each other and
other groups. Among their new,
direct
tactics are physically

movement, which
seems to be stronger west of the
Mississippi.
"Linkage" with other protest
groups was a major topic of
discussion at the conference.
groups have
in this region,"
been close-kni- t
Nessen points out, "but are
disconnected everywhere else.
- We need to coordinate efforts outside the northeast."

trustees to sell off stock in
companies that do business in
South Africa.

COURSE,

coordinators" to

"regional

adds, has'

government.
The delegates' willingness to try
some broader, somewhat more
militant tactics may reflect a
feeling of greater strength, as well
as a desire to join forces with the
anti-nucle-

of

The conference set up seven

d

grown since Ronald Reagan took
office and announced he'd seek
closer ties to the South African

ar
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available to help (either

academically

. or
fn social
situations) when needed.
Of the few ' freshmen who '
outwardly criticized the program,
most complained
about the
problem of inconsistency
in
course content between the
classes. Some said that their
Freshman Studies professor did
not make the course interesting
and challenging.
.

.

id

,

,-

Given

students, it appears that there is
no qeneral consensus as to the
value of the current Freshman
Studies nmaram PsrKsnc t(ua

.

enough thought
oKpn to make a decision on the
specific changes that should be
made. When the faculty is given
the opportunity to vote on' the
issue this winter they will hopefully
have given a great deal of thought
to their decisions.

--

.

(cont. from p. 4)

low) and then symbolically
thumbed her nose at all concerned
by repeating her action. So ended
her tenure as
as
she went tripping
to
spend spring quarter on an
overseas study program.
This fall she has returned, to a
Senior Editor position on the
Editor-in-Chie-

anti-aparthe- id

off-camp-

.

f,

us

-.
.-

.

--
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Blum Resicjiation

'

.

'

Student Demands

then-professor- s

.

the views of the

administration, faculty, and

he-hee- ls

.

terms of

in

bibliographical training or being

.

Voice staff. I was hopeful, upon
learning that she had returned to
the paper, that her actions would
be more responsible than in the
past. However, after her attack on
Jamie Evans last week, I am
convinced that she deserves no
place with the newspaper on this
campus, which finally seems to be
asserting validity for its existence

due

to, its many positive

characteristics. I therefore submit
that Louise Blum resign as Senior
Editor of the Voice and sever any
official ties that she has with the
newspaper.
Respectfully,
Brian Howland
P.O. Box
C-18-

American Cancer.
Society

44

--
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Klan Youth Groups Attracting More Students Than Ever
(cont. from p. 1)
At a shopping mall near Birmingham, Alabama, a cluster of Klansmen
stands in front of stores, handing out leaflets and brochures, engaging in
pleasant conversation with youthful passers-by- .
At the doorways of
elementary and high schools, Klansmen distribute flyers, soliciting
students as they enter and leave. The Klan boasts that Klansmen
become scoutmasters and organize local children into
Boy Scout troops. Bowling and baseball leagues are cropping up with
Klan sponsorship.
Competition has broken out among the three main Ku KIux Klan
factions for teenage members. Both the Invisible Empire of the Klan and
the Knights of the KKK have Youth Corps, while the older United Klans,
of America runs a Junior Klan.
While the Klan refuses to discuss numbers, there are probably less
than 2000 youths actually enrolled in either the Klan Youth Corps or the
Junior KKK. However, there's no question that, membership is fast
increasing.
Over the past five years, the total size of the Ku Klux Klan
youngsters and adults has roughly doubled. But more worrisome than
the 10,000 Klan members (according to 1980 estimates) are
approximately 100,000 Klan sympathizers
a group that has doubled in
size in the same time period.
By exploiting such inflammatory issues as school integration, busing
and affirmative action, the Klan has tried to woo parents and children of
r
and poor white families. With so many societal tensions tied
to the educational system, Klan Grand Dragon Bill Wilkinson sees a
direct correlation between racial tensions and the success of his Youth
Corps recruiting. Wilkinson makes it a point to locate the most explosive
racial situations in the country and get there. The Invisible Empire
apparently bought him a jet plane to do just that.
Though Wilkinson and his minions have in the past generally found
members among the poor and ignorant (the average level of education
for Klansmen is three years of high school), a different, more ominous
trend is emerging with its youthful recruits. According to a survey by the
League,"eighteen percent of the students listed in the
prestigious Who's Who among High School Students last year "feel
racial prejudice toward others."
"And that's where we move in," says Tom Metzger, Grand Dragon of
the California Klan. Metzger, a TV repairman, last year won the
Democratic nomination for Congress from the Forty-thirCongressional District near San Diego. Though he lost the general
election, he still managed to pull 50,000 votes. "We're interested in a
strongly determined, intelligent young Klansman for leadership later on.
They're fresh enough that you can give them a logical, rational argument
and they'll see that you're right.".
"(Introducing) racial integration into the school system," begins one
such argument in a Klan Youth Corps pamphlet that's been showing up
in high schools and on playgrounds, "has brought crime, drugs, forced
sex, disease and general havoc. Murder of white students by black
students is on the increase."
Metzger is so confident of increased recruitment he even finds ajbright
side to integration. "Integration creates Klansmen," he reasons. "For
every ten white kids who are bused, we're going to get one of them. Even
if they're not racist, they'll become racist over a period of time."
It is this sort of thinking that has sent a chill through the academic
community. Though educators, until recently, have paid little attention
to the Klan, the threat of its infiltration into the schools is now being
taken seriously.
"By exposing and attacking the Klan and the bigotry and racism it
represents and teaches," says Dr. Robbins Barstow of the Connecticut
Education Association (CEA), "we can undermine it. Nip it in the bud."
Barstow's group, along with the Council on Interracial Books for
Children, is working on curricula to help teachers deal with the Klan. The
CEA began its efforts last September after the Klan mounted a
recruitment drive in Connecticut. The Klan left behind a trail of burned
crosses, bloodied sidewalks and racist pamphlets.
"Teachers began calling us and asking, 'What do you have as ways of
teaching or dealing with the Klan in the classroom?'" recalls Barstow..
"The answer was 'nothing." Not quite. But what does exist actually
exacerbated an already difficult situation.
Klan-oriente-

Junior Scholastic Magazine is one of the most widely read student-orientepublications in the country. It reaches 850,000 children in the
prime candidates for the "new" Ku Klux
sixth through eighth grades
Klan's recruitment. The cover story in its April 1980 issue was titled
"Kids in the KKK" and carried a cover portrait of a man and a young boy
robes. The story was an attempt to
dressed in tailored white-linepresent a balanced picture of the Klan to younger readers. It contained
such passages as this:
"For years the Klan used its robes and rituals to terrorize people....
This demonstration, however, is peaceful. The Klansmen have
gathered to hold a ceremony and make speeches. Solemnly, they raise
one outstretched arm toward the burning cross. This is the Klan salute."
So goes the only Klan activity that the article describes "their secret
ritual." Later in the story, Dr. Joyce Brothers states that many young
people join the Klan because they lack parental guidance. And the reader
is introduced to one such recruit, Aaron Morrison.
eighteen-year-olMorrison, a seemingly upstanding,
also happened to be though the article didn't mention this the Grand
Dragon of New Jersey's Ku Klux Klan and leader of its Youth
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clear-thinkin-

Wooster Welcomes
Ctemistry Professor
From South India

d,

g,

by Adrienne Packer
The College of Wooster offers a
number of outstanding overseas
programs. Among them is the
Wooster-Ewing--

blue-colla-

Anti-Defamatio-

Christian College in Allahabad,
India is the visiting Fellow in
Chemistry. He was born in 1957 in
Kerela, India (which is in Southern
India). Kerela is known for --two
-- things.
One is that it was the
birthplace of the first democra-
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Teenagers and youngsters, like the one pictured above, are being
actively recruited by the Ku Klux Klan in a sophisticated manner.
Photo by Dennis Darling.
Corps. Aaron joined" the Klan at like bottles in a shooting gallery:"
Even Junior Scholastic now
the age of twelve while a student at
a military school, says Junior admits to being embarrassed. "We
Scholastic, "because he saw too do regret that article," says editor
Lee Baier. "We wish that we
many of his fellow students taking
hadn't published it that way. We
drugs and wasting their lives."
backward too far to try to
"What the Klan is trying to do," leaned
balarx-ed.- "
be
explained Aaron , to Junior
Nearly a year after the Junior
Scholastic, "is get the kids off the
article appeared,
Scholastic
streets and give them something
pleaded guilty to
Aaron
Morrison
to do.... They also talk about the
having fired shots into the home of
need for tightly knit families
that's what keeps kids from going Joseph and Shirley Sanders. Also
pleading guilty was Karl Hand, a
astray."
former
The article did note, however,
promotional
brilliant
whose
that as Junior Scholastic was
schemes helped him work his way
going to press, Aaron Morrison
up to, the position of national
was being sotight for questioning
by the police.. It seems that two organizer of the Knights of the
peripheral
months earlier, someone had fired KKK. Hand's
might
have been
involvement
two shots into the home of a black
he
expected:
introduced
family directly opposite the
school-agMorrison's home in a New Jersey organized recruitment of
Starting
Klan.
the
children
into
suburb. A police search of Aaron's
"school-gateactivist in
home turned up a cache of as a
Hand soon had Klan
Buffalo,
pistols,
rifles,
unlicensed
propaganda circulating in schools.
ammunition,
brass knuckles,
caught on.
bayonets and a blowgun. But no Other Klan promoters
Klan
Van"
the
reads the
on
"Get
Aaron. Noting this, the magazine
of one brochure showing up
stated: "Aaron denied that the cover
in high schools. "Have you 'had it'
Klan would use violence."
following you home to
with
Reaction to the Junior beat blacks
you
up,
or 'holding' your
Scnolastic story was swift and
angry. "I got the uneasy feeling money for you?" the pamphlet
asks. And there's even a funky,
that I was reading an American
e
"Klan Van" on the
rationale for the coming of Peter
And
effort
seems to be
the
cover.
fascism," says Professor John
working.
Henrik Clarke, chairman of the
(cont. next week)
Department of Black and Puerto
Rican Studies at Hunter College.
"If Junior Scholastic had been
Robert Keating is a freelance
interested in showing the Klan for journalist based in New York City.
what it is," says Sam Ethridge of
the National Education AssociaReprinted from Rolling Stone,
tion, "it could have chosen a gory
June 11, 1981. Permission granted
picture for the coven bodies lying
by King Features Syndicate,
thirty-year-ol- d

neo-Na-

e

by Sidney Smith
Chair of Natural Resources was
established by the board of trustees

to honor Ross Shoolroy,

and trustee of the
The $75O;O00 endowment made by Shoolroy to the
Geology department will be used to
hire professors in the field of fossil
fuels, with classes in such subjects
as petroleum wenergy, energy
resource, and coal.
By hiring professors to teach in
this field the scope of the Geology
department is greatly increased,
according to Mark Wilson, new
professor of Geology here at the
College. Wilson, who graduated
from Wooster with a BA. in
Geology in 1978, feels that
petroleum energy is a wide open
field, and one of the best for new

to enter. The money will
enable students to get a much
better background in the area, and
a better chance for a job upon
graduation from Wooster.
This addition only improves one
of Wooster's best departments,
which is one of the strongest
Geology departments in Ohio,
according to a National Academy
of Science study. Most of
Wooster's graduates who receive
a Bachelor of Arts in Geology are
either working geologists, involved
in research, or are teaching
geology. This endowment wiH
enable the Geology majors to
greatly broaden their field, and
majors to
also enable
learn something about the world
around them.
geologists

Recently, the Ross K. Shoolroy

benefactor

College.

--

non-Geolo-

gy

"

Max-styl-

street; a house
unceremoniously burning while its
new owners looked on; four
innocent women being shot down
in the

1981.

elected communist

government in the world, and that
it has the largest Christian
population in all of India. Dr. John
grew, up in Southern India. He
received his Bachelors in
Chemistry from Kerela Christian
College. Then he went on to do his
graduate work at St. John's
College in Agra, India. After he
completed, his graduate work in
1968, Dr. John began teaching in
Northern India. During this period
he received his doctorate in

Chemistry

Allahabad

from

University in Allahabad, India.
Dr. John first became interested
in the Wooster-Ewinexchange
program in 1970 when he accepted
his teaching position at Ewing
College, because his best friend
was the Ewing representative from
Wooster. This year he finally got
the "opportunity to come to
Wooster, and he jumped at it. Dr.
John is very active at Wooster. He
is auditing two courses, one is
Opencensky's religion course, and
the other is a course in. financial
accounting so he can obtain the
Honorary position of Bursar of
Ewing when he returns to India.
Dr. John hopes to learn more
about the U.S.'s educational
system, especytlly the Chemistry,
courses (what is offered and how it
is taught), and to use the available
facilities to aid him in his research
g

zi

--

Shoolroy Chair Established

exchange

.

program . which dates back to
1932.
Dr. V.M. John from Ewing

--

of chemical
So far Dr. John has enjoyed his
visit here which he describes as a
complex-compound-

s.

"tremendous opportunity to be
free to learn a lot."
Asked his opinion of the
Wooster-Ewin-

g

exchange

program, Dr. John responded
"that the program is - of
tremendous value to Ewing
College because all of the faculty
members who have been - to
Wooster have been able to
contribute a great deal to the
College upon their return." He was

certain

that ; Wooster also

benefited by this .program by
having the oppostunity to have a
visiting Fellow here.
Although Dr. John loves The
College of. Wooster, he would
return only for a short stay
because he feels that his mission is
in India. His mission is to develop
all of his potentials in order to be
effective in the maximum way and
to help his students reach the peak
of their potentials.
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Bonker, elected in 1974, is
his 4th term in the House.
He sits on the House Foreign
Affairs Committee and chairs the
House Subcommittee on Human
Rights, where he has conducted
now-servi-

ng

Union. This presentation,

accompanied by slides, will be held
in Babcock Lounge.
At this week's convocation

David

Guldin, Sociology

will
"Department,
talk about
hearings on problems of criminal- - justice in America.
disappearing persons, religious Professor Guldin, a graduate of

.
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KEEP UP the P:a:C.E:
by Richardson House

inmates. In his talk Professor
Guldin will focus on problems of
correctional institutions and give a
sociological analysis of the cycles
of interest and activity in prison
reform."-- "

The calendar is very full, but
each of these presentations offers
change of
a unique
pace and a chance to engage
ourselves with some important
subjects outside of the classroom.
post-midter-

into the nation, the Soviet
waned. Killing , a few
men and women of Poland did
workers was one thing, but
something unheard of and even
making a martyr out of the Pope
forbidden in a communist' - was quite another. ....
country. They organized a labor
Finally, the government
conceded. The Solidarity Union
union. Tired of food shortages, low
wages,
was formed and recognized
weeks and the
.otherwise poor working officially. But have the Polish
conditions that were imposed by . people won the battle? Perhaps,
but not the war. '
the 'official communist controlled
- unions, these workers demanded
What can you do to help this
the right to organize their own
dreadful situation in Poland? You .
independent union.
can take symbolic action and
It had happened before in
support the millions of Polish
Poland. In 1971 and in 1976 Polish
people who are striving for the
workers went on strike and many : most basic of human rights.
And
paid with their lives. But this time
- you can do so by signing your
there are too many workers willing
name to the petition being
to risk their jobs and. their lives.
on this campus,
circulated
Ten million workers are too many
"Poland WiD Be Free."
to imprison. Too many to shoot.
Indeed, it was even unclear
Richardson House has
whether the Polish army and endorsed this measure as a means '
, police would be willing to fire into
of both bringing to light an issue of
'
crowds of their own countrymen.
international significance, and as a
So the Soviet Big Brother' and its
project which is positive and
army staged a very well publicized
constructive. The petition, which
and most massive military
is being circulated nationwide on
maneuver, hoping perhaps that-suc- h' college and university campuses,
actions would scare the provides for a common
Polish workers into submission.
ground... for it concerns an issue
' But when the Pope made it clear
upon which thinking men and
that any Soviet or foreign invasion
women of all persuasions can
into Poland would prompt him to
agree, namely .human rights, v
.

persecution and terrorism. He was Wooster in sociology, earned his
the principle sponsor of legislation M.A. and Ph.D. at Ohio State,
to establish a national health where he was involved in a
insurance for senior citizens, and practicum in the Columbus
Penitentiary, then Ohio's
he led the fight at the International
Whaling Congress to. end maximum security prison for men.
commercial whaling by the He has worked as a counselor and
observer at the Ohio Penitentiary
Russians and Japanese.
and done research on the value
Several years ago the Russian
Department sponsored a reading and effects of prisoner
by a Russian poet. Although he rehabilitation programs. In
read in Russian the audience had connection with a criminology
no difficulty appreciating the mood course he teaches at Wooster,
and the music of his poetry, and Professor Guldin takes groups of
Prof. Joel Wilkinsooof the Russian students to visit correctional
Department provided immediate facilities in the Ohio prison system.
translations. One of the special As a part of his recent leave he
pleasures of that event was being a took a course at Northwestern
part of the creative work between University - which . dealt with
poetand translator. On Friday, women in crime how women are
Oct. 30, we will have a similar treated throughout the criminal
opportunity when poet Dmitry justice system, how they are seen
Bobyshev reads from his works at as criminals, accomplices " and

p.m. in Mateer Auditorium Don
Bonker, Congressman, State of
Washington, wiD speak on "The
Government and Human Rights.''
Congressman Bonker is in
wooster for the Lay Academy of
Religion, where he will talk about
The Church and Foreign Affairs,'
but as Morris lecturer, he will stay
on campus, visit classes in the
political science and religion 8 p.m. in Lean Lecture Room. At 4
departments, and lecture on' p.m. that afternoon Bobyshev will
Thursday for the whole campus talk' about the We and status of
community. Congressman religious believers in the Soviet
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(Wednesday) in Mateer
On Thursday, Oct. 29 ar 7:30
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Two of Wooster's finest realize education is not a youngster's
conceit. Photo by Brian Cavanaugh.

auditorium.
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by Susuti Figge
week's SAB series on the
space program has whetted your
appetite for more, by all means
plan to hear Dr. William E. Brunk
discuss "Recent Discoveries on
Jupiter and Saturn." Dr. Brunk,
whose field is planetary astronomy
and who is affiliated with NASA,
will lecture at 8:15 p.m., Oct. 28
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Administrative Assistant, Teresa RoIIey is earning heir B.A. in
religion-whil- e
working in Andrews Library.'Photo by Sarah
Simmnns.
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especially the culture of Japan. In
The art exhibition in memory of interested in Japan. Why did he
Japan;
cars run on the left side' of
way
all
Japan?
What
to
the
Dr. Donald MacKenzie opened on come
And I think that you'd
road.
the
Japan
it
was
that
attracted
about
Sunday, October 11 in Frick Art
people's values are
find
that
It
country
my
has
him?
that
seems
Center. I went to the exhibit to see
left lanes.
on
sometimes
something
Americans
make
to
Dr. MacKenzie's works, to look at
many
Americans who
are
There
I
couldn't
But
answer
the Japanese prints, and to say curious.
praise Japan's scenic beauty,
Japan,
Japan,
questions.
these
hello to Mrs. MacKenzie and her
Japanese arts, culture and ways of
children with whom I've stayed. It Japan... I became a little nervous. I living. I heard that Dr. MacKenzie
I
thought
would
had
never
that
was nicer than I had expected. I
was one of - these, and used to
had never thought that I could see think about my own country so
encourage students of this college
I came
seriously
in
America.
here
so much of my own country's art
to go to Japan. Wooster is
on the campus of such a small here to study about this country involved with several programs in
it
and its language. But seems that
college in the countryside of Ohio.
Japan. A few students go to Japan
To my regret, I didn't have a I'm learning about Japan as well.
every year through these
Til go back to Japan after one
chance to meet Dr. MacKenzie
programs. I wish that many
I
suppose
Wooster.
study
year's
at
even though he had been on
students would go there and find
that HI uncover many mysteries
sabbatical in Japan for the last
out what charmed and intrigued
mysteries
here;
my
VJuring
stay
year. Originally, I intended to
introduce myself to him, but then I that I will need to study when I' Dr.InMacKenzie.
terms of Zen Buddhism,
thought that I would meet him in return home. Living abroad
means that the
Wooster this fall. Thus, I can't say provides a good chance to

Babcock Hosts Oktoberfest
by Jim Luce
Ach, Du Lieber! It's that time of
year again for the annual Babcock
Oktoberfest! This Saturday night
the entire pagentry of this ancient
celebration will be recreated on
the Quad and in Babcock Hall.
Slated to be even bigger and better
than the highly successful event
last year, the dorm is gearing up
now for an estimated crowd of four
to five hundred.
action
The European-flavorewQl begin with a torch procession
across the campus at 8:30 p.m.
tomorrow. This parade will feature
the Koenig and Koenigin (King and
Queen) of the Oktoberfest, two
seniors whose identities at press
time remain a mystery.
this group of
Accompanying
revelers will be the
best man and bridesmaid, carrying
puppets symbolizing the wedding
couple.
At 9 p.m. the entire procession
will return to Babcock, where the
King and Queen will be formally
united under the marriage vows of
Dr. Richard Figge of the German
Department. This "nein ring"
ceremony will be celebrated with
much merrymaking in the
Babcock Main Lounge.
Following the marriage, an
event celebrated to this day in
Munich, a festive polka party will
begin in the Dining Room. Music
will include both polkas and
be a dance
waltzes, and there-wil- l
instructor present to assist the less
proficient.
According to Eric Raynar,
"

d

torch-carryin- g

coordinator for this year's

Oktoberfest, this Germanic party
will last "until the wee hours of the
momino'" Free refreshments such

Flair Travel

Consultants
346 E BOWMAN ST.
For Your Convenience 1
Just off the College Campus

Make Thanksgiving
and Christmas
Reservations Early
for Better Rates.

CALL
264-65- 05

as bier and apfelsaft (cider) will be
served. "Ja, well have all the
German munchies
traditional
there," Raynar stated.

'

Brigitte Jirku, last year's
Oktoberfest queen, mentions that
this event has evolved from "a

tradition in old Bavaria. Jirku, this
year's German Language Assistant,
goes on to explain, "It's all based
on history, weisst Du, a recreation,
of a real wedding between
royalty!" History aside, it's just a
good party, she implies.
"It's a time to have fun in a real
international way," enthuses Han
Zuidweg, a freshman from the
Netherlands. "I think it's great;
Babcock is the international dorm
where all the international action
takes place!" he adds. Zuidweg, a
member of the ISA, lives in
Babcock.
Natalie Massip, queen of the
1978 Babcock Oktoberfest,
however, maintains that" one
should keep Oktoberfest in the
proper perspective. Massip, the
French Language Assistant and
another resident of Babcock,
believes that although this annual
event is always very popular, one
should realize that there is more to
modern Germany than traditional
celebrations. "I feel it loses too
much ('in translation)," she adds.
In this same vein, Jirku admits,
"sure, it creates a certain image of

Germans that they all
and like to drink beer."
However, Jirku believes that the
fun outweighs the image, as does
Sue Krehbiel, a member of the
wear-lederhos-

"furyu-monji-

THE INTERNATIONALIST

en

Babcock Programming Board.
According to Krehbiel, "it's just a
social event; we do it in as German
a style as possible."

The Oktoberfest has become
over the years as much of an
American festivity as it is a
German one. In Ohio, for
example, the Oktoberfest is
celebrated everywhere from
Cincinnati to Lowell. Over the
years the American Oktoberfest
has become something of an
American tradition, as have most
of our traditions been imported
from the old country.
This year's Wooster Oktoberfest promises to be one of the best
ever. If you are in despajr that
there's nothing to do this weekend, just don your largest smile
and lederhosen and head to
Babcock for a truly international--flavore-

d

good time. Ich glaube es
wird sicher Spass sein. Korhm mal
hint

Registered Ohio Travel Agent
TA0305

We Welcome
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much about him from personal
experience, but my friends have
fold me much about him. He had
been fascinated with Japan, and
he loved my country.
By the way, I was born in Japan
and grew up in Japan. Yes, I'm a
Japanese. I've always been familiar
with Toyotas, Sonys, Nikon
cameras and Seiko watches.
Some Americans are interested in
Japan and ask me about the
country. "What is the secret of
Japan's success in the world
economy?" "Why is Japan such a
These,
leader?"
technological
questions are always tough
enough to embarrass me; I'm
always made to feel how little I
know about my own country-Whilroaming through the
exhibit, I wondered why Dr.
e

MacKenzie

had become

by Eiji Sano
reconsider ideas about one's truths which exist in this world
country and the circumstances cannot be described with words;
which one is involved in. These they are far beyond words. I love
days, I'm becoming aware of how this word very much. If you want
to know Japan, I suggest you
nicely public peace is maintained
stereotyped
the
'travel there. I'm sure that the
in Japan, but how
Japanese way of thinking and experiences you will gather there
living are, compared to those hv will tell you more about Japan than
anything I can tell you.
theU.S.
The ceramic and canvas works
I think that to study abroad is
--

of Dr. MacKenzie will be exhibited
until November 15. He can no
longer tell his students what he
learned from his journey last year.
But I believe the works he left
speak for him.

good for Americans, too. As
Americans, many of "you may
sometimes be inclined to neglect

other countries' cultures.

I

personally don't think the things in
this country are always, the best.
I'm sometimes opposed to parts of
the American culture, although I
like the U.S. in general; I think it's a
great country. So, Td like to
recommend to American students
that they become exposed to

other

Eifi Sano is an exchange student

from Waseda University, Tokyo.
He is both a member of the ISA's

Asian Committee

and. the

Japanese Association of IVoosfer.

countries and cultures

PERIMETERS
by Denise D. Ahlquist
I may not be a meteorologist but
it seems this weekend will
probably be your last chance to
enjoy fall weather. If that's true be
sure to get out and enjoy the
countryside and the parks in the
area. Of course a car is very useful
for this so hunt up a friend or two
and plan an afternoon in the

country.
To the

south-eas-

t

is

the Stark

Wilderness Center complete with
hiking-- trails and a nature center.
Take Rt. 250 out of Wooster by
going south on Bever and up
across the highway. Stop for
lunch at a great little place called
the Apple Creek Restaurant. It's
on the right side of south 250 in the
center of Apple Creek (which is
about - 6 miles from Wooster).
They serve wonderful home
cooked meals including the best
fresh fruit salad I've ever had,
home baked pies (the apple was
great) and bread dressing on
Sundays. Continue south on 250
after lunch and watch for the
Wilderness Center on the left
(about 20 miles from Wooster).
If you'd like a longer trip stay on
250 (it joins the interstate at
Strasburg) past New Philadelphia
and in about 20 miles you will pass
riciht

througrithprjarLake

district. This beautiful area was
created by the Army Corps of
Engineers and is surrounded by
wooded hills. If you happen to.
have a boat bring it with you. If not,
you may be able to rent one or just
walk and drive around the lake
area.
Two other sights to see on this
longer trip are the flea markets in
Strasburg (Rt. 250, 27 miles south
of Wooster) and "The World's
Most Unusual Store" just south of
the Tappan Lake Area. The flea
market is held indoors on
Saturday and Sunday in a building
in the center of town. Coultraps,
or the "Unusual Store" as they call
themselves, was probably the
forerunner of the department
store in that area, as they combine
food shopping, hardware and
good bargains on outdoor and
work clothing.
Going in a different direction
you ,may want to consider the
Mohican River area. This is a

sizable

area

and includes

campgrounds, a state park and a
number of places to rent canoes.
Take Rt.. 3 through Loudonville
and then follow the signs.
After you've spent a day in the

fresh

air you've

probably

2& Jypetvzitez
Service & Sated
2522 CLEVELAND ROAD

WOOSTER, OHIO
IBM - REMINCTON RAND
FACIT - SCM - BROTHER

developed quite an appetite.

My-recornrriend-

ation

is to turn off Kt. 3

'

orrthe way back from Loudonville
at Rt. 226 and go south to Shreve.
This is the home of the famous Des
Dutch Essenhaus on N. Market
St. The Essenhaus offers great
quantities of food, so be sure to
have an appetite. The food is
excellent, reasonably priced and
served family style. Like many
places in this area, it is home
cooked and they, too, have tasty
pies. Essenhaus offers a salad bar,
a casual atmosphere and good
food. They are closed Sundays.
If you need a trip closer to home
consider Spangler Park which is
just outside of Wooster on Rt. 250
north. Go into the center of town
and follow Liberty west past the
fairgrounds to the flashing light,
turn right and it is the second road
on the right. Watch for the signs to
guide you. The park was designed
and donated by Mr. Spangler and
will provide ample opportunity for
rolling in the leaves and enjoying
the crisp (!) fall air.
I'm still trying to get the scoop
on the nightlife in Wooster so let
me know if you have a favorite
spot or a big lead and watch for a
future column on what to do in
Wooster on your night out.
.

.

PREGNANCY

TESTS
By Appointment 345-779- 8
PLANNED PARENTHOOD

BEALL AVE.
ECON-O-WAS-

H

(Just North of the College)
Laundry
24 Hour Coin-O-p
Dry Cleaning 9 - 4:15 -
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IN THE PUBLIC INTE RE ST
- competition,'' unprofessionalism "There are many agents who
by Ralph Nader
and irreparable harm for the would gladly discount their
you try negotiating tor a less
expensive insurance policy by consumer. Stock brokers did this commissions . in order to
asking your insurance agent to. before the law ended their fixed encourage greater sales. I know
discount his or her commission, 'commissions. Lawyers did this, this is true because I have talked to
"before the Supreme Court ended
agents all over the country who
youll learn about the
laws. Those laws, - their "minimum ' fee schedule" are frustrated ' because they
or
enthusiastically backed by the form of price fixing. Now, if cannot openly, compete in this
way."
insurance companies themselves, Congressman John LaFalce,
i
some ' maverick insurance
Another- - witness, John D.
prohibit agents from discounting
Regan, CLU, said what some in
their commission. On the books agents and several consumer
proposed the hearing room privately knew
since the turn of the century, these groups prevail
laws in all 50 states are legislation passed, federal law
that there- - is surreptitious
designed to prevent capitalism would nullify those 'state
discounting going on in group
' insurance. He wants to open it up
statutes.
between consenting adults.
The savings to consumers, legally for everyone and allow "fee
Why? Several insurance
company trade association according to LaFalce, could be for service and other alternate
representatives went up to Capitol conservatively estimated at $5 or distribution arrangements
between a willing buyer and a
Hill recently and answered that $6 billion a year. Insurance is a big
willing seller."
question. Julius Vogel of the business indeed, taking about 12
Prudential Insurance Co., cents out of every consumer
(Released by The Register and
representing the American dollar. In 1980, Americans paid Tribune Syndicate, 1981)
of Life Insurance, more than $190 billion in life,
. Council
asserted that repealing these Jaws health, property and casualty
.
would (1) cause discrimination insurance premiums
by Beth Novak
The insurance witnesses, for the
among policyholders, (2) increase
Halloween weekend on the
the cost of insurance, (3) make most part, were not persuaded.
accurate comparisons between But, although the national campus of The College of Wooster
competing policies more difficult association of professional entails numerous costume parties.
for the consumer and (4) drive out insurance agents strongly This year, along with all the usual
newer or smaller . insurance opposed LaFake's bill, H.R. 4497, riotous events, a new form of
two insurance agents came out in entertainment will be presented to
agents.
.
Sound familiar? Whenever support. Gordon M. Bowers, the college community.
confronted with the prospect of CLU, who has developed a - Most students probably haven't,
competition, other licensed discount life insurance service in heard anything about it since the
nrofessions- - predicted "ruinous Richmond, Va., had this to say: first week of the quarter when
there, were posters everywhere
v-

it
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Ann Sutherland Harris, above, spoke of feminist indicators in the
work of women artists before 1800 at Convocation Wednesday.
r
?
Photo by Meg Wehrhy.
.

Well and Living in Wooster
Jaques Brel is Alivewanted
and
work
with a small cast pastries,
be served at tne
to

-

announcing tryouts for the
musical, "Jacques Brel is Alive and
Well and Living in Paris."
Unknown to most of the campus,
those involved with the musical
havelbeen rehearsing long hours,
and now, with one week until its
debut on campus, the show is
progressing very well, according
to student director Scott Schiller.
Schiller is directing the"musical
for his senior I.S. He is a speech
major who hopes to make a career

in television directing and

eventually direct live theater for
television. He enjoys working' with
theater (he was assistant director
of The Firebugs last spring) and
' v
especially with musicals.
' When asked why he had chosen
to present this musical, Schiller
replied,
wanted to bring a
--

I

completely new theater,
Photo by Dave Stubbles.

experience to The. College of
Wooster." He explained that he

wiO

and with a show that was different
from the typical musical.
This show is definitely a change
from the traditional musical. It is
performed by a cast of four, who
have equal parts. These parts are
being portrayed by Bonnie
Sanborn, Amy StahEn, Jeff Rider
and Rob WiggalL There is no
dialogue in the show. - It is
composed of translated songs of
Jacques Brel; a famous Belgium
songwriter. The general idea of the
show is to express Brel's
existential view of life, with each
song telling its own story. Some of
the songs are comical and some
are sad, but all are infused with
large amounts of emotion. The set
is extremely simplistic. The props
consist of four stools;- - the
costumes are the everyday
clothing worn by the students.'
When asked about the simplicity
"of the set, Schiller replied, "This
show needs no elaboration.' '
This new theater experience will
not be performed in Freedlander
Theater; or McGaw. but in

enjoying

will

be a great success, and has

nothing but tremendous praise for
the cast and eveyone else who has
been working hard to produce this
show in just five weeks. He hopes
' that next weekend, a large number
of the; student body, who normally
haunt Ichabod's on the weekend
to punk out or disco down, will be
encouraged to come to Ichabod's
new theater
to experience-the
event on the Wooster campus.

--

--

.

Ichabod's. Schiller chose

Ichabod's for . the performance
because it most closely embodies
the cabaret style in which Brel
.

To enhance the atmosphere
even more, patisserie, or French

the directing

is

experience, but, is sometimes
nervous about the amount ..of
control, he, as the director, has
over how the show will be
portrayed. He does, however,
have assistance. The assistant
director is Mary Cermelj and the
music director is Susan Curie.
Schiller predicts that the show

-

always performed.

-

evening performances. Schiller
feels that the patisserie will help
enhance the cafe atmosphere.
Schiller explained 'that one
aspect of the show is the fact that it
can be directed in many ways. He

"Jacques Brel'will be

performed' on Oct. 29, 30, and 31 .
at 8 p.m. in Ichabod's (desserts wiO
be served at 7). On Nov. 1, there
will be a. matinee at 2 p.iru (no
desserts will be served). Tickets
are available for all performances
at Lowry Center front desk.
-

-m

"Collage" Tonight
Co.
Dance
Wooster Dance
The
Cnfleae of

modern dance
The-tal- l
production marks the
beginning of the Company's third
"Collage," a
of existenceT In these three
Showdates wiB be Friday the year
years
the Company has grown tc
of
23rd and Saturday the 24th
forty performers, and has
include
October at 8:1 p.m. . in become a recognized member of
show
Freedlander Theatre. The
the' Theatre Department.
wfll incorporate traditional dances
Tickets.' for "Collage" are
will
and short demonstrations, and
through the Freedlander
available
include ballet, .tap, jazz and Box Office.
modern styles.
This faH concert will "be the
Company's debut as a member of
the. Theatre Department, and will
feature the premiere "of artistic

Company, in cooperation with the
Theatre Department, win present
lecture-demonstratio-

n.

--

.

advisor

Marshall
--

Jean-An- n

is

Marshall.

the College's new

dance instructor, specializing in

I

I,
,
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This fresh, delicious submarine sandwich is actually 5 foot long and loaded
with a choice variety of cold cuts, cheeses, sauce, etcM and will serve 25 to

30 hungry people.
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Scottie Stickers Have
by Al Cleveland
"When the going gets tough, the
tough get going...," and so it has
been for the women's varsity field
hockey team during the past two
weeks in which they have posted
an impressive
record bringing
their season record to . In 14
days, they have upset Division I
shut out Denison's Big
Toledo
suffered a tough
loss
Red
to Ohio University, captured an
5-- 1

13-1-

3-- 0,

4-- 0,

1-- 3

victory against
exciting
Eastern Kentucky, stepped on
win, and
Vanderbilt with a
staged a comeback to defeat Ohio
Wesley an
As a team, Wooster
has made 89 goals, while only
allowing 10. Junior Cindy
2--

1

9-- 0

3-- 2.

Classified
Wanted: Responsible party to
take over low monthly payments
on spinet piano. Can be seen
Write Credit Manager:
P.O. Box 537 Shelbyville, IN
46176.
locally.

SERVICES
ABORTION: Akron Women's
Clinic offers safe, personalized
and confidential abortions up
through 15 weeks. Birth Control

Clinic. Lowest

Fees. ADC

9150.

1-800-362--

accepted. 513 West Market St.
Call toll free

Brandywine Ski Resort has
jobs inside or outside for
men or women who can drop out
winter quarter. Pay starts at $3.50
per hour; can earn $2,000 before
spring and save most of it. Free
sleeping quarters provided. Write
to Box 343, Northfield, OH 44067
and tell us about yourself.
full-tim-

-

2-- 1.

0.

compared with 16 for Denison.
Cindy Runnette connected three
times for goals; Carolyn
Molyneaux also added a score for
the black and gold. Joan Fisher
played
game.

excellent

an

defensive

the time Wooster confronted
Ohio University on October 12,
the Scot stickers were tired. They
simply could not generate much
on the offensive end. Cindy
Runnette scored the single
Wooster goal but that was not
enough as the Scots fell
Goalie
By

1-- 3.

Linda Paynter had a great game
with 13 saves.

by Nancy Neagoy
and Missy Horning

Saturday

morning. They

win with
squeaked by with a
the goals scored by Carolyn
Molyneaux and Nancy Hall. The
statistics seem low, so there must
2-- 1

"

15-8-

15-1- 3;

15-7-

16-1- 8,

15-1- 2.

powerful spiking. Everyone
concentrated on fulfilling their own

1FJLOREST SHOIPIPIE
WOOSTER 9IILLTOITX STORE

PnOIIE

345-591-

0

air VISA

At Buahlar't yea
fULSTLZCKSD

occa-slons...se- nd

2-- 1

produced nine goals. Wooster
took 17 comers compared with six
for Vanderbilt. While holding
Vanderbilt to two shots in the
game, Wooster fired 25 shots.
Cindy Runnette scored three
goals, Bobbi Coluni scored three
goals with an assist by Nancy Hall.
Amy Barnard scored one goal and
Patty Rudman and Kathy Jirus.

30-3-

The Scots

2-8--

d

se

18-- 4
"

Last Saturday visiting

Heidelburg

was

by

defeated

non-existe-

15-Wooster, . 15-These
games proved to be little
competition to Wooster. They
attacked well, and the team was
more aggressive than Heidelburg.
This inexperienced team gave the
spikers a chance to work on their
tandems and crosses.
Coach Maksymicz is very
pleased with the team's progress.
Looking ahead to their future
goalsboth the coach and the team
hope to "maintain the level of play,
work out "their mental game and
leave out emotions." The team is
now realizing that they are
possible qualifiers for state,
regionals and nationals. This
weighs heavily on their mjnds
during each game. These last
games are "going to either "make
us or break us" remarked coach
15-5-

2,

3.

Kathy Maksymicz.
Tomorrow the Scots will have to
apply these goals against Blufton.
Next week they . face Ohio
Northern and Cedarville in a
match that will be a tough but
important
rematch. " Wooster
defeated Ohio Northern in their
tournament and hope to beat the

area's
again.

top seeded 'contender

"

For Your Holiday
Airline or"

Amtrak
Reservations and
Tickers

soccer team

showing. It was a typical Wooster
game with the Scots coming out
on the bottom. They seem to have
lost all contact with their offense
from playing Division I teams. The
question that has to arise now is:
Can the Scots gain experience and
develop themselves into winners
playing such powerhouse teams
like Akron, B.G.S.U. and C.S.U.?

dropped its record to a dismal
last week with losses to Kenyon
and Wilmington. The Scots are
now faced with the problem of
winning the Northern Division of
the OAC. To do so, they must win
their next five games and get help
from another Northern Division
team.
Against Kenyon, the Scots kept
up with the Lords throughout the
game, but lost as a result of a poor
offensive showing. The Scots'
in
offense has been
the 1981 season, and unless they
can regain it, they are going to be
in for a long season.
Kenyon scored the game's only
goal at the 28:52 mark of the
second half. The Lords did not
have1 any breakdowns after the
goal and held on for. the win.
Against Wilmington, the Scots

3-- 2

run-offen-

had another poor offensive

by Scott Nye

and staged a
victory. At first,'
Wooster had a little trouble
adjusting to the "hit and
of Wesleyan. O.W.U.
scored after five minutes had
elapsed, but freshperson Patty
Rudman kept Wooster in the
game with her goal. Wesleyan
come-frorri-behin-

1

Booters Drop Pair; Titlein Jeopardy

Wooster went to Ohio

Wesleyan

3-- 1.

.

was dynamic and

offense

ts

3-- 2

Wooster took five corners and
nine shots on goal; while EKU had
nine corners and took 13 shots.
Both teams scored on their
second shots in the first half, but
Wooster came back in the second
half to score the winning goal.
Wooster "played Vanderbilt in
the afternoon at EKU. Wooster s

tri-wa- y

Remember your parents and loved
ones at home on those special
flowers from Euehler's.

he-Sco-

have been a lot of midfield play.

position.

The Women's Volleyball team
traveled to Columbus on October
15 to compete against Sinclair and
Capital. Both teams were very
competitive but the .Wooster
Scots held their own and defeated
,
,
both teams,
The Scots' overall team
play was positive. One of the
teams' strongest points was their

2-- 1.

traveled to Eastern Kentucky
University. They met EKU , on

Spikers Win Three; Record Now

e

Domino's Pizza is looking for
delivery persons. If interested, Call
or inquire at 425 E.
Liberty.
264-980- 0

.

Wooster had four corners

Piano Bargain

e

goals scored), Carolyn Molyneaux
with 15 goals, Patty Rudman with
13 goals, Nancy Hall with 9 goals.
Amy Barnard with 6 goals, Bobbi
Coluni with 3 goals and Julie
Schubert and Kathy Jirus each
'
with one goal.
chilly
cloudy,
day
It was a partly
when Wooster met Division I
Toledo on Cindy Barr Memorial
Field. Carolyn Molyneaux, Cindy
and Amy Barnard
Runnette
scored for the Scot stickers with
two assists by Julie Schubert and
one made by Patty Rudman.
Wooster outshot Toledo
Denison means Homecoming
rivalry, and Wooster got the better
deal shutting out the Big Red

University. We will play Ohio State
on. their artificial turf, and this
should prove to be a good warmup
before state.
"I am pleased with the progress
of the team. We have been able to
maintain our game and Eastern
Kentucky was a big win for us."

scored again to lead at halftime
Coach Prodoehl told the
Wooster squad that - they had
better stickwork, and that they
be - more aggressive.
should
Wooster got fired up in the second
half and Carolyn Molyneaux and
Amy Barnard scored to give t
victory. Wooster
a
outshot Wesleyan
This Saturday Wooster will
meet Kenyon. Coach Terri
Prodoehl states, "Kenyon will be
very psyched for this contest,
since Wooster has been playing so
"well this season. Wooster wants to
beat Kenyon because Kenyon
in double
defeated Woosfer
overtime last year during the state
tournament.' I expect that Kenyon
will
be very aggressive and
scrappy.
"The state tournament will be
held October
at Ohio

October 16, the Wooster squad

Runnette has scored 41 goals
(almost half of Wooster 's total

4--

FOR SALE
Spinet-Consol-

Record; Looking for Kenyon

13-- 1

2

Nevertheless, the Scots

dropped their 'eighth game to
Wilmington Saturday afternoon
by the score of two to one.
Wooster played an exceptional
game, but ran out of gas late in the
second half. Wilmington scored
their first goal at the 1424 of the
second half. Wooster answered
minutes later with a goal by Dave
Jordanger. But, the Scots let the
game slip' away again as
Wilmington scored with six and a
half minutes left in the contest. '

nt

Scot Runners Finish Well at
by Katharine L. Blood
The College of Wooster men's
cross country team fared well at
meet Friday, October
the
16. They finished eleventh out of
24 in Division HI and twentieth out
All-Oh- io

of 33 overall.
Malone's low score of 32 points
gave them the honor of finishing
first among the Division III
came fn
schools. Baldwin-Wallacsecond with 58 points and Ohio
Wesleyan, too, scored under 100
points with 85. Wooster finished
eleventh after Otterbein, Walsh,
Mt. Union, Case Western, Ohio
Northern Denison and. "Witten-- .
berg.
A Division I runner, C. Koehler,
from Bowling Green, won the
meet with the time of 25:02. Mark
Elderbrock was the first Scot to
cross the line with the time of
27:03, finishing 64th overall. John
e

.

Johns grabbed second for

Wooster and 109th in the overall
standings. "John ran his best race
of the season," oraised coach Tim

"

For football mums, dance corsages,
and all your floral needs.. .stop .at
Enehler's Kllltown Floral Shoppe,
where the quality and selection Is fantastic, and the prices are the lowest la
town

-

course Saturday, October 24, at
11

a.m.

9'

--

V
377 V. Liberty Sr.

Woosfer

il

o

Breiner. "He is finally running up
to potential."
Mark DowdaH and Greg Tonian
also ran fine races and placed
120th and 129th, respectively. In
his first varsity race, Earle Wise
responded well with his best time
of 28:24 and a 141 place finish.
Despite a leg injury, Steve Kipp
also ran well finishing 154tlv
followed by Scott Steffen who
placed 158th.
Tm happy with the meet. The
men all ran super races, especially
Mark Elderbrock and Earle Wise,"
commented Breiner.
v' The men, finished eighth
among the OAC
(unofficially)
schools, yet Breinder feels that
"fifth place is within reach in the
OAC meet October 31. If we can
put it all together we can finish
fifth. It would be very tough
breaking the top four," he said.
The men will host Wittenberg
and Otterbein on their home

Coll:
264-989-

All-Ohi-

IP-- '

'
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Scots Lose to Tough Tiger Squad

16-0-

t

--

23-0-

(3-3- ).

9-- 0.

Spirited Women Second in Division
by Katharine L. Blood

and Nancy Conger
The College of Wooster

women's cross country team saw
a lovely sunrise Saturday, Oct. 17,
after motoring two hours in
complete darkness to the
meet at Ohio State.
Coach Penney's two hour
dissertation on punctuality the day
before must have paid off, for the
Scots were ready and waiting for
their coach at 5:30 a.m:Fortunately, the running fared
better than the ride down. The
Scots ran to a secpnd place finish
in the Division III schools, and
eighth overall. Bowling Green won
the meet with 28 points followed
closely by Ohio State with 32.
Ohio Wesley an led the Division HI
schools with a score of 260.
Wooster followed with 309 points,
All-Ohi- o

-

i

while

Scots, Teresa deGuszman ran the
outstanding time of 19:46 and
placed 45th overall.' Mandy Burr
and Amy Smith finished high in the
rankings with 54th - and 57th,
clocking a 2016 and a 20:24,

,

Jjg

'
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game is in the past and we now
have to concentrate on Capital,
and go for second place in the
division," he added.

III,

U

U

"

U

U
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Eighth Overall

"Our spirit is good and we are a

strong contender for the

championship meet in two weeks.
We have the determination and
the confidence is building. The
bottom line is we have to work as a
team in order to win."
The Scots also feel .they have a
shot at the championship meet.
"We're young and we're strong,"
said Nancy Conger and Katie
Blood quoting Penney's favorite

--
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Freshmen's Birds Win Hagen Tburne

aaaaaa

aV

been playing some good golf . They

are Ed Leightner, Scott Nye, Tom
Reading and Frank Yackley.
A few weeks ago, these four
golfers won the Walter Hagen
Invitational tournament They
shot a best ball score of 66, which
was played without a handicap.
The second place team shot a 69. '
Trie weather was very warm and

--

Ed
quite windy. Individually,
Leightner shot a 75, Nye and
Reading 76's, and Yackley finished

"Need a iJtange of itmospnere?
Well give you Home-cookin-g
in a family setting!"
--

AMISH HOME COOKING"

264-- 1
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DINING ROOM
FAMILY STYLE
SALAD BAR
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(Behind Kauffman Tire)
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Week Nights & Sunday
Friday & Saturday 2
Monday Closed
$2.00 Admission
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State)

1(10

31 St
1

7-1-
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with an 83. Leigh tner, Reading and
Yackley combined for 7 birdies
overall, while Nye assisted with
many pars on the tougher holes.
""We went into the tournament
confident and gained momentum
throughout
the round,' said
Reading. "We had a good time,"
said Scott and Ed. "It was
exciting,'' said Yackley. The four
freshmen are very anxious to get
the upcoming season under
motion, even though $ won't start
until at least March.

There are four freshmen on
campus at Wooster who have

7-1-

'

1--r;

i--

Vine St., Wooster
2
am.

ata

The fantastic freshman four who won the Walter Hagen Tourney
are pictured above: front, r, Ed Ugh tner, Frank Yackley; back,
Scott Nye, Tom Reading. Photo by John Ladner.

HAUNTED HOUSE
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College students ought to compare
products and be informed CONSUMERS
U

what happened to us,"
commented Coach Kapp. That

fr
'
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respectively. Nancy Conger
grabbed a fourth for Wooster with
a " 75th, - while senior Heather phrase.
The women will host Ashland
Murphy broke into the top five
this
with a 78th, cutting two minutes off and Baldwin-Wallac- e
Saturday at 1:00.
her time.
--JWe ran realty well, but we still
have some improvements when it
comes to the 4th and 5th runners.
We have the talent, somebody is
just going to go out and fill the gap
between number three and four,"
commented Penrtev.
11
1
?

h Baseball Season

..n

(315),

Baldwin-Wallac- e

Kenyon (337), and Oberlin (347),
finished third, fourth, and fifth.
The number one runner for the

time ran out in the second quarter
with the Scots trailing, .
In the second half, Wittenberg's
domination was not as evident, but
still the Scots couldn't quite get the
grip on the Tigers. About midway
through the quarter,' a fumble by
Wittenberg on the. 50 yard line
gave the Scots a much needed
opportunity. With the ball on the
32 of Wittenberg, Wooster faced a
crucial fourth and one situation.
Due to a bad exchange in the
backfield, there wa6 a fumble and
Wittenberg recovered. The Tigers
used this chance to put seven
more points on the board as they
drove 67 yards for the final score of
the day.
Although the Scots gave it one
good try in the fotrrth quarter, the
Tigers thwarted the rally with an
interception and proceeded to run
out the clock. "Saturday's game
was very disappointing and
frustrating. The good teams can
make a team look bad, and this is

.--

by Bobby Moore
move the ball and were forced to
Coming off an exciting win over
punt. This ended the firet quarter,
Denison, the Scots journeyed to but not the Tiger's offensive
Wittenberg where they were
punch. They took the Wooster
trying to break the jinx of playing in punt and drove down the field to
It was there that.
the Tiger's stadium. The afternoon
the Scots-eighwas one of . disappointment and Wooster received a small break.
Wittenberg fumbled the ball and
frustration for the Scots, however,
.
This
as they were beaten
the Scots recovered- - The offense
leaves the up and down record of could not take advantage of the
Wittenberg mistake and had to
Wooster at .500
Winning the toss, Wooster punt again. Lady Luck was not on '
started the game as if they were the Scots side, though, as the
going to beat Witt. Starting on center snap went over Wright's
their own 30 yard line, Gregg head and out of the endzone for a
Barney led a good drive through safety. That made the score
Wittenberg received the ball
the air to the 15 yard line of the
again because of the safety and
Tigers. It was here that the frustration began. All of a sudden, the ensuing free kick by the Scots, and
Scots could not move the ball and drove down the field by mixing the
were forced to attempt a 33 yard run and pass well. The Scots'
defense was not able to contain
field goal which failed. From this
'
point on, Wittenberg began to the Tigers quarterback. This hurt
control the game! They took Wooster because he could do
control of the ball on their 20 yard anything he wanted to with the
ball. Wittenberg ended their drive
line and, behind a strong running
attack, they marched in for a with an eight yard pass for a
On the ensuing
touchdown. The score came off a . touchdown.
run of six yards by the Tiger, kickoff, Wooster started to move
quarterback.
the ball, but were stopped once
After the kickoff, Ron Wright
again by the stalwart defense of
tried to keep up the intensity of the
the Tigers. Wittenberg made
first series, but the Scots could not
another attempt at a score, but

WE DELIVER, TOO!

St ct foot of Des!l Avenue
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the Institute for Paralegal Training we have prepared
over 4,000 college graduates for careers in law, business and
finance. After just three months of intensive training, we will
place you in a stimulating and challenging position thatoffers
professional growth and expanding career opportunities. As
a Legal Assistant you will do work traditionally performed by
attorneys and other professionals in law firms, corporations,
banks, government agencies and insurance companies.
Furthermore, you will earn graduate credit towards a Master
of Arts in Legal Studies through Antioch School of Law for all
course work completed at The Institute.
We are regarded as the nation's finest and most prestigious program for training legal specialists for law firms,
business and finance. But, as important as our academic
quality is our placement result. The Institute's placement
service will find you a job in the city of your choice. If not, you wi
be eligible for a substantial tuition refund.
If you are a senior in high academic standing and looking
for the most practical way to begin your career, contact your
Placement Office for an interview with our representative.
We will visit your campus on:
At

OCTOBER 26, 1981

The
Institute
for
Paralegal
Training

235 South 17th Street
Philadelphia' Pennsylvania 19103
(215)

732-660- 0

(Operated by

Para-Lega- l,

Inc.)

Approved by The American Bar Association
Programs Earn Full Credit Toward M.AJn Legal Studies through Antioch School of Law.

